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Classes televised to accomodate
demand, lack of instructors

Trustees set long-range planning
Volleyball travels to West Virginia
as goal at Sandusky retreat ^^| for third-straight tournament
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BRIEFLY
CAMPUS
Jan great perform*:
Jazz great Joe Williams
will appear in the Bowling
Green Festival Series at 8
p.m. on Saturday Sept. 15 in
Kobacker Hall of the Moore
Musical Arts Center. For
tickets call the box office at
372-8171.
Police concern! aired:

The Peace Coalition, in
cooperation with the Undergraduate Student
Government, will sponsor
an open forum for the campus community at 7:30p.m.
on Tuesday Sept. 18 in 403
Mosele v Hall to air concerns about police actions in
Bowling Green.
The meeting is considered
a follow-up to Monday's city
council meeting that students have been invited to
air concerns stemming
from arrests on East Merry
and Frazee Avenues Sept. 7
and 8.
This forum is "for clear
rational discussion of
gripes, not just about this
weekend but in the past" as
well, said Kevin Turner, a
USG senator and a member
of the Peace Coalition.

Council to discuss party problems
University students invited to express complaints at Monday night meeting
students have a right to come to
the meetings and voice their opinions.
The council will not take any
University students disturbed immediate action based on
by the actions taken by law en- Sievances heard at the meeting,
forcement officers at last week- avidson said.
end's East Merry and Frazee
block parties have the opportuni- Considerations will be made
ty to voice their concerns at Mon- only after the cases of the 34 Uniday's city council meeting.
versity students who plead innocent to their charges have gone
While anyone is welcome to the through the courts.
forum — at 8:00 p.m. on the third
Some 103 students were arfloor of the City's Administrative
building at 304 Church Street — rested last weekend, most of
Ward 1 Councilman Jim Da- them at the East Merry-Frazee
vidson personally invited several apartment parties.
Davidson said he has been in
University students to speak and
inform the public what happened contact with students daily since
the incidents occurred.
at the parties.
"Students are still calling and
He said he views the council as talking to me to this day, ala sounding board and believes though the number is dwindling,"
by Sandra J. Kowalsky
city writer

leam more about the circumstances surrounding the actions
of the police," Hess said. "I am
very anxious to listen to what
students and city administrators
If the law enforcement's ac- and police have to say as well."
tions are deemed inappropriate,
The council will hear some imthere will obviously be a change
portant information involving
in their policy, he said.
last weekend's events at the
The events of Monday's meet- meeting, Hess said.
ing will be unpredictable, but he
When asked her opinion consaid "there is a considerable
amount of dissatisfaction and cerning last weekend's arrests,
concern among students" regard- Joyce Kepke, council president
ing arrests made during the declined to respond.
"I'm not sure it's appropriate
weekend.
to comment because it is now to
Ward 2 Councilman Gary Hess the point where things will be setsaid he is looking forward to the tled in the courts," Kepke said.
"I have no idea who is going to
meeting and believes the city
needs such a forum so everyone's be there or anything about it,"
she said.
views can be heard.
Mayor Edwin Miller said he
"I feel at this point I need to
he said.
"I won't back down on rights, I
made a statement and I wuTstand
by it," he said.

hopes things will happen in a
reasonable manner during the
meeting.
"I would hope that we would
have very good common sense
there," Miller said. "There is a
danger of people coming and repeating what happened {this
weekend]."
A firm believer in strong cityUniversity relations, Miller said
he was unhappy with the whole
situation.
"At this moment, as far as
what happened last weekend, I
am saddened," Miller said.
The mayor had no comment as
far as the arrests are concerned;
he did say, however, that once the
court cases have been decided, a
review will take place with the
police department.

CITY
Donated Item* needed:

The Bowling Green Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi sorority, in cooperation with
Goodwill Industries of
Toledo, Inc. will collect donated goods on Saturday,
Sept. 15.
A Goodwill Attended
Trailer will be in the K-mart
parking lot at 1111S. Main
St., 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. to
receive good quality, resaleable furniture, clothing,
shoes, radios, TVs, toys,
housewares and lawn and
garden items.
All donated material supports training and work experience for men and
women who have vocational
disabilities.
Organist on stage:
Organist Vernon Wolcott
will perform at 8 p.m. on
Sunday, Sept. 16 at the First
Presbyterian Church, 126 S.
Church St., as part of the
BGSU Faculty Artist Series.
The program will include
"Sanahin, Partia for Organ" by Alan Hovhaness,
"'Fantasy and Fugue in G
minor" by J.S. Bach and
"Grande Piece Symphonique" by Cesar Franck. Admission is free.

STATE
Casino Idea supported:

An organization representing 90,000 construction
workers statewide announced Thursday its support of a ballot issue that
would allow voters to decide
if a casino should be built in
Lorain.
Robert Farrington, secretary-treasurer ofthe Ohio
State Building and Construction Trades Council
said, "hopefully, it will
mean thousands of new jobs
for the building trades.

WEATHER
Showers:

Today, showers and thunderstorms likely. High
around 80.
j Winds becoming
west 10 to
20mph.
Chance of
rain 70
percent.
Tonight,
partly
cloudy
with a
slight chance of showers.
Low in the mid-50s.

■O Newt/John Grleshop

Hoops and Computes
Scott Swope (left), a senior Irom Fremont, Ohio, releases the basketball In hope ol winning a prize at
the IBM Collegiate Tour Thursday. Joe Lalelr (right), a senior and part time worker lor IBM on campus,
explains the paint brush and micro sod window capabilities on the IBM to Nancy Michaels, a senior
trom North Royalton, Ohio. Michaels, a home economics ma|or, was happy to be Informed she could
store her recipes on the IBM computers. The tour, sponsored by the Microcomputer Buying Service,
will be on campus again today In the Union Oval Irom 10:00 a.m.—4:00 p.m.
■O News/John Grleshop

Living will offers Classrooms busiest at BG
options, decisions
by Jeremy S. Weber
staff writer

by Christian Thompson
news editor
Carolyn was in a hurry on her
way out of the Life Sciences
Building. It was Friday and she
was going home to see her parents m Cleveland. All she could
think about was going home —
that is why she did not see the
semi-truck which pulled in front
other.
Carolyn's parents did get to see
her that day — by standing in
front other hospital bed. The doctors told them they would have to
put her on life-support and. In
their opinion, there was no hope
for her. Her parents were left to
try to figure out what Carolyn
would have wanted.
If Carolyn would have made out
a living will, many of these decisions would have already been
made, according to Kathleen
Dizon, assistant philosophy
professor.
"A living will is a means available to persons to give an ad-

vanced directive concerning how
they want to be treated in the dying stages of life," Dixon explained.
Before making out a living will,
students should seriously think
about all of the options then discuss them with friends and family to clarify the issues, she said.
Afterwards, students should talk
to their family physician.
"Many living wills are unclear
and may contuse the physician
who is treating you [during the
final stages of your life]," Dixon
explained.
Physicians want to know
exactly what you mean — it has
to be really sophisticated before
it is going to help them to understand what you really want."
According to Thomas Attig,
chair of the philosophy department, one does not have to be old
to think about dying and creating
wills.
"Thinking about dying, in general, helps to put life in an interesting perspective," Attig said.
See WW, page 6.

University officials say they
need a new classroom building
for a simple reason — the University's classrooms now are used
more than any other college's in
the state.
Capital Pfenning's 1987 data
shows the University's classrooms are in use about 60 percent
of the time during the day and

evening, more than Kent State,
Miami or Ohio universities.
This number was submitted to
the state and was partially responsible for the funding received
this spring for the new building,
expected to be completed in September 1994.

said Planning Technician Bob
Waddle.
The University's classrooms
are utilized about 73 percent of
the time during day classes and
30 percent during evening classes. Ohio University is next during
the day at 55 percent, while Kent
State places second in the evenExact figures were not availa- ing with utilization at 20 percent.
ble, but the 60 percent number
places far ahead of the other
Capital Planning did not have
three schools, all of which have 1987 figures for other Ohio
about 30 percent usage.
schools, but their 1985 study
"Our utilization is very high,"
See Classroom, page 5.

Building center of conflict
by Jennifer Taday
staff writer

In 1994, the University's campus will be enhanced by a $9.9
million classroom building to be
located just north of the Business
Administration Building.
And, even though the Ohio
Board of Regents appropriated
total funding for the construction
of the building, the project's

planning committee is not completely satisfied.
Their dissatisfaction arose
when original plans for a 600-seat
room in the new academic building were rejected by the Board of
Resents last spring.
However, the $2 million necessary for the 600-seat room could
stilj be approved by the Resents,
according to Robert McGeein,
assistant vice president of Capital Planning said.
The project statement is ex-

pected to be submitted to the Ohio
Board of Regents at the end of
this month, and the statement includes construction of the assenv
blyarea, he said.
The committee is hoping the
state will provide the extra expenditures, but even if they do
not, the University will use possible alternative funds for the
600-seat room, he said.
However, no student fees are
expected to be used, he added.
See tuMdirtg, page 6.

Living wills
keep last wish
Jeath.
XmJ It is the one thing that binds the human race
together. No one can escape it.
Many students may say, "I'm too young to think
about dying" or "I'm too young to think about making
out a will.
They are wrong. You are never too young to die and
even the living need a will — a living will.
A living will tells those closest to you, your family,
friends and most importantly your doctor, how you
want to be treated in the final stages of your life.

Letters
To the Editor:
Mr. Travis, you obviously have a distorted view on the circumstances leading up to the arrests at the East Merry Avenue complex this
past weekend. You most certainly have overlooked the reasons why
the police intervened in this so called "get together."
I can guarantee you that no one would have been bothered by the
Bowling Green police if residents of the complex were just "sipping a
cold one in the privacy of their apartments. However, this was just
not a case of police indiscriminately entering peaceful apartments
where students were minding their own business. No, so-called college
educated individuals were out in the streets In various states of drunkenness. They not only posed a threat to their own safety but to other
pedestrians and motorists. So-called students were initiating fights,
urinating in parking lots and making a tremendous amount of noise at
all hours of the night. What about those people in the next couple of adjacent neighborhoods who were trying to enjoy a peaceful evening or
had to get some sleep for the next day? How would you like someone
creating all sorts of obnoxiously loud noises when you had to work that
weekend?
And to clarify for you, Mr. Travis, the U.S. military is an ai/volunteer force. If the "underaged" troops didn't agree with their situation, as far as drinking is concerned, then they didn't have to enlist.
Also, you probably wouldn't see too many servicemen at the Merry
Madness event because they probably have better things to do, like
protecting your standard of living.
Todd E. Breitman
Editor.TheNews:
The first thing that should be mentioned is a word of thanks to Chuck
Travis, columnist for The BG News, for addressing those so recognized, yet illegal, underage drinkers. His point is well taken and recognized, now why don't we take it to heart?
The drinking age has been at the age of 21 for three years and I really wonder what it has accomplished. Sure our roads and highways
look great (from the money the feds gave states if they changed the
law to 21), but how wonderful do they look when you take into consideration the 18 through 20 and 11 month-year old drinkers? This
group of restricted adults are forced to find other areas of social relaxation. How, I ask? The choices are simple, since we all realize you
can only see a movie so many times and play so many hands of euchre
before seeking other areas to explore. In particular, an area, that, in
general, includes adults in the 18-26 catetory, the bar. True, the nonincluded adult can go out, dance and socialize without drinking. But,
get real! Wake up and read the blotter! What better source do you
need to understand the 21 and over law is not, has not and will not
work. For the simple reason that our society has refused to and still
does not accept, which is alcohol is a way of American socialization.
From the college party to the annual Christmas toast, alcohol is involved.
But, since our great government that our friends and families are
right now ready to die for refuses to recognize the full and supposedly
equal rights of all adults, we must take a step in two directions. One
thing we could do is stay right where we are and deprive adults of certain rights based on age, which will inevitably grow and take other
rights away, such as voting from the 80-and-over group, based on
some statistic that might say that particular age group begins to lose
their ability to make adequate, sensible decisions once they reach that
age. If this is the road we want to choose to follow, then so be it, but
then we must also treat the 18-21 year-old group as adults. Yes, this includes taking voting rights away, but it also includes bringing home
the young men and women who are part of our armed services, and no
longer convicting them as adults when tried for a crime. Or we, the
voters, (at least tor now), could take a stand and begin petitioning, letter writing, and if necessary, public protests to protect rights that
should be rightfully ours.
GregGurman

CORRECTION
In Tuesday's blotter on pages S and 6, The News reported that Samantha Rada was cited for two liquor law violations. She only received one
citation; Bowling Green Police Division erroneously listed her twice.
Michelle Truesdale and Carol McCarthy, 560 Frazee Apt. 8, were
cited for serving alcohol to minors, not for underage consumption, as
we had reported. The error resulted from confusion over ambiguous
police shorthand.
The News apologizes for these errors.

5:15
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During this stage you may find that you are able to
make your wishes known yourself but more than likely
you will be in an unconscious state —leaving others to
decide your fate.
Is that fair to them — or to yourself?
Take time — serious time — now to decide what you
want. The way you end your life should not be decided
in the same manner as willing your two end tables to
Aunt Martha.
Making out a living will requires you to ask many
tough questions such as: How would I feel about being
handicapped? When should I tell them to pull off lifesupport devices? Is it more important to remove the
pain or to go through procedures to extend life?

treat you at that crucial time in your life.
Please do not think living wills are the absolute answer — living wills are not flawless.
Ambiguities in your living will may cause doctors to
be too conservative, not carrying out your "true" wishes, especially in Ohio and other states where living
will bills have been in the legislature for years without
any "real" progress.
For example, Oklahoma has a law which upholds
living wills but protects patients from food and water
being witheld by family discretion.
Ohio does not have a law which specifically deals
with living wills but they truly do make a difference.

By all means, do not do this decision making alone.
You need the input of family, friends and especially a
doctor.

Do not die without one. It will give you an autonomous voice against the bureaucratic shuffle —a voice
that must be listened to.

A doctor will be able to put your wishes in terminology which can be understood by anyone who may

It will let you choose how to die, just as you chose
how to live.
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Underwear fashion full of holes
I realize one of the biggest
Sroblems with liberal American
lought today is its delight for entangling bureaucracies, but we
need some rules around here...
about underwear.
I went shopping for new underwear the other day — bras, specifically. As I perused the racks
of lingerie, I discovered a frightening thing. All the brassieres I
was looking at had tags on them
that read, "one size fits all."
One size fits all?!
Now there are a very few things
in this world that can be manufactured one size fits all — socks,
gloves, hats — even those are
pushing it most of the time. If
there was ever anything that
couldn't be made in one size to fit
everyone, it would be bras.
This new sizing system is a particularly big problem for me. Let
me explain — a friend of mine recently asked me to be in her wedding. When she went to order the
bridesmaids' dresses she told the
clerk, "we've got two big-busted,
two small-busted, and Wynne." I
would need a tube sock factory to
wear the bras that fit the average
woman.
My first thought was that a
man was surely responsible for
this. Only a man could lack the
insight into female anatomy that
would tell you to design underwear in different sizes. But then it
occured to me that most men pay
much more attention to womens'
chests than women themselves
do. Most of them are very aware
that we do not all come in the

same size.
So I do not know who is to
blame for this heinous underwear
crime. Whoever it is should be
strung up in lace and elastic.
But one-size-fits-all bras are
only part of my problem with underwear. Male underwear habits
also need to be regulated.
To begin with, we need an underwear mercy rule. Like church
league softball games, underwear should only allowed to last
for so long. Men should be forced

Leftfield
by
Wynne
Everett

family's dryer to fish out the casualties — ancient briefs that just
weren't up to the challenge of another cycle. You have to pull out
the eight to ten pieces of cotton
and elastic the former underwear
has melted into.
I know buying underwear isn't
all that much fun, but it's got to
be done, guys.
It's not like a new toy or other
garments. There's no satisfaction
of owning something you didn't
have before to help you not mind
spending the money. With underwear, it sort of just feels like
spending money for something
you've already got. Nonetheless,
men, you should have to replace
your entire underwear drawer
population at least once a year if
not more frequently than that.

them hang out under their shorts.
Underwear is underwear. It
was meant to be worn
under something else. Now if
you've got briefs on under those
things, it's all right. Boxers can
be multi-functional — worn as
both under and outerwear. But if
you're running around in your
underwear because you're just
too lazy to put your pants on in the
morning, you should be cited for
exhibitionism. Two days in fashion jail.

Boxers also should not be allowed to hang out underneath
your shorts. This is a particularly
bizarre habit my boyfriend has
acquired.
One of his professors once
looked at him and asked, "That's
Lately, many of my male a fraternity thing, isn't it?"
friends have taken to wearing
boxer shorts. This is fine, I supI have to give him credit. At
pose. At least boxers offer a bet- least he matches the underwear
ter opportunity for fun. Afterall, hanging out with the rest of his
there's more space to have fun outfit — blue-striped boxers to go
with.
with a blue T-shirt, etc... But still,
I have to confess I've never been
Boxers with hearts and lip wild about the rest of the world
prints and stripes and flowers knowing what color underwear
and Ohio State Buckeyes on them my boyfriend's got on, you know?
can help make the whole new underwear experience a little less
Forget police brutality folks,
traumatic. And anything that en- more important issues are afoot
courages men to invest in new in Bowling Green. Underwear
drawers is a positive in my book. legislation now!

by law to pitch old, holey underwear.
Now I know it's a tired, cliched
stereotype, and perhaps it's been
a bit overused by women standup comedians, but whatever it is
that makes men form those deep
emotional attachments to their
grundies and prevents them from
parting with the more ragged
ones really drives me nuts.
But my beef with boxers lavs in
Wynne Everett is a senior
Years of washing my father's
laundry has created this intoler- two areas — men tend to think news/editorial journalism major
ance of mine. After every load is that boxers are substitutable fdr and the Editorial Editor for The
dry, you have to dive into my outerwear and they like to let News.
bvJ.A. Holmgren
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Students listen to Dr. Maggiotto in 115 Education Tuesday morning (above), then watch him question a student in 1007 Business Administration on Thursday morning

■O Nerws/Jay Murdock

Lessons now taught via cable
by Jay Murdock
staff photographer

Imagine sitting in a classroom
watching and listening to your
professor lecture, while at the
same time a student sitting in a
room in a different building watches the same lecture.
Sounds kind of impossible, but
political science professor Michael Maggiotto proved it to be a
feasible idea.

BG Newt/Jay Murdock

Maggiotto proposed his own solution to the problem of not
having enough instructors to
teach students wanting to take
the same course — he airs live

lessons to a separate classroom
while teaching in another.
The solution was initiated by
Maggiotto last spring when the
STAR pre-registration system
indicated an abundance of people
wanting to register for political
science 201 this semester.
"You can either tell hundreds
... of students 'no', or you can
come up with something innovative that will accomodate their
desire to take the class," Maggiotto said.
The classes meet in Education
115 and Business Administration
1007 Tuesdays and Thursdays.
Maggiotto said he alternates
which classroom he is lecturing

"I don't like it. It's not personal
enough," she said. "If (Maggiottojis not in your room, heVan
entity you can't touch."
Tracey Palastro, freshman art
education major, said although
she likes the concept, it still has
its problems.
'It's kind of neat. But if you
don't understand something he
said, it takes longer to straighten
it out if he's in the other class,"
Palastro said.
According to Tony Short, director of Instructional Media, the
technical problem is tryJunior social work major Beth biggest
ing to make it easier for the stuHartel said the method is not as dents
in the class viewing Mageffective as the one-on-one approach in the classroom.
D See Teleciast, page 6.
in, while the other class views
him live on a screen in the front of
the room.
Meanwhile, Maggiotto can
watch the other class on a monitor next to the lecturn.
Maggiotto said he thought the
University faculty were not using
WBGU's. (the University TV
station) full capabilities.
"This seemed like a way to
provide seats and also provide a
quality educational experience,"
he said.
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COME JOIN THE FUN!

IN CONCERT WITH

JOE JACKSON
formerly of Minnesota Vikings
and New York Jets

UP-BEAT MUSIC * TESTIMONY

OPEN TO ALL HONORS AND
NON-HONORS STUDENTS

at the Prout Chapel
apei
7:30 p.m., Thursday , Sept. 20

TUES: SEPTEMBER 18 IN HONORS CENTER
(BELOW KREISCHER QUAD)

I s,

WOK

I
I

HONORS STUDENT ASSOCIATION
GENERAL MEETING

MEETING BEGINS AT 9:00 PM
MEMBERSHIP DUES CAN BE PAID
AT MEETING

JL
~^*'P"a Cnris/ian U-ettowihip and
-J'uift/iriiu, . •Il.scntliti) of (joa

($10.00 for year)

I For Information, Call 352-0672 or 372-3477
HSA HSA HSA HSA HSA HSA HSA HSA HSA HSA
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SAVE FOR

STOP
SMOKING

IN <2 J./2)

Without Anxiety, Stress or Weight Gain

B UFET1HE WRITTEN GIARA^TEE
(I) TU YOU WH1 BE HYPNOTIZED WITH DR MKl PROGRAM
HE HAS A tt% SUCCESS RATE M HYPNOTIZING MS CLIENTS
01 WITH DR KAMI'S PROGRAM YOU ARE VERY RELAXED ALERT
AN0WIU NOT LOSE CONTROL
(3| YES YOU WIU WIOJNGLY THROW YOUR fJGARETTESAWAY
AT THE END 0* PROGRAM AND BE SMOKE FAEI
Pf—mleS M ■ puMc s*rvtc« Oy Df K4M A *3*x*f Inc
7003 Hwy 3. Ottsco. IN 47163 "Pn (012)256 2246*
256-4333 * Put 612-256-2024

Cnh. VIM. MaitwCcrd, or eh«ck •cc«ot*d.
rV» y fjghhna for your m and wmrmo
i linp4o> r
Smoking Class
8:00 P.M.
until
10:30 P.M.

GUARANTEE"
If you • vei noed a follow
up session t'l FREE pt any
of Or. Kahl» Assoc. »mi ■
ynari any place in ttt* U.S.,
YOU WILL
Smoke Two Cigarettes While in
Hypnosis. It is sate 4 effective.

.ti.-.imi ins,m.n,»

:» snow ihr pQ„H id tlv- >*»'»

BREVG FK11 Alt*
TO I • Ali. PAT LESS!

r-. lor lKisim.il-. MM lorw-s A oil- fl , Offlpft

Only

SEPTEMBER 17, MONDAY .BOWLING GREEN
• BEST WESTERN FALCON PLAZA MOTEL*
1450 EAST WOOSTER STREET
P«.IB.lllon .1 Wit «■>■» l-om ... ho„. Up l0 cl... Urn,

■Protect Jour

STOP SMOKING & WEIGHT CONTROL ARE SEPARATE CLASSES

LOSE WEIGHTK?snpS;

'39.

Only$
. (11 YES YOU CAN THROUGH THE POWER Of YOUR OWN MIND
(2) HYPNOStS HAS BEEN PROVEN TO BE THE SAFE I EASY
Weight Class
' ..WAY TO LOSE WEIGHT
(3) BRING ANY TYPE OF FOOO TO SEMINAR THAT
8:00 P.M.
YOU ARE HAVING DIFFCULfTY WITH SUCH AS
unW
SWEETS. FRIED FOODS. OR ANY TYPE OF
8:00 P.M.
HUNK
. SPECIAL DISCOUNTS f YOU WANT BOTH CLASSES.

SAVE FOR

ZBT - KkT
Saturday September 15th Noon
College Park
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USG senator districts low Job workshop offered
in representative numbers Seniors and grad students can get a head start
by J. J Thompson
staff writer

Fourteen candidates are campaigning for the Undergraduate
Student Government district
senator elections this fall, but
many districts are still not wellrepresented.
District Two, which consists of
McDonald Quadrangle and sorority row, has no official candidates
this year, a situation USG vice
president Linda Schnetzer said is
not unusual.
"We have that problem every
year with that district,'' she said.
Each year students from district two tend to run as write-in
candidates, Schnetzer said, since
initially they often fear a strong
competition.
In addition, other districts had
a low candidate turnout after
Monday's deadline — districts
three, four, six and the offcampus district have unopposed
candidates.
Despite the lack of candidates
in some districts, however,
Schnetzer is pleased with the
turnout.
"Of course I would have liked a

However, districts may still
gain more candidates since students often campaign as write-ins
in the fall. In fact, Schnetzer said
several students already have
contacted her.
Write-in candidates do not apply for candidacy like the official
candidates do, but they must follow the same election rules, she
said, and it is their responsibility
to find out what they are and to
follow them.
The following students are official district senator candidates:
■District 1 — Offenhauer East
and West: Rob Routzahn, Bill
Thacker.
■District 2 — McDonald Quadrangle and Sorority Row: no official candidates.
■District 3 — Founders Quadrangle, Kohl Hall and OffCampus Greek Houses: Dave

WINTHROP
TERRACE
APTS.

400 Napoleon Rd.
KEEP YOUR TANK FULL!

Use our campus shuttle.
(residents only)
* 3 Locations
* 1 & 2 Bedrooms
* Furnished & Unfurnished

CALL 352 - 9135
Sigma Kappa

Seniors and graduate students
wanting to get a super start on
their careers are encouraged to
attend Super Start Saturday
tomorrow from 8:30 a.m. — 1:00
p.m.
Tom Gorman, assistant director of placement services, said
his department scheduled several
workshops Saturday for seniors
and graduate students who want
to get a head start in getting a
permanent job.
Business, technology, and
■ Off-Campus — Melissa computer
science majors should
Brown, Anne Carleton, Dave
to Lenhart Grand BallGagner, Greg Richey, Kevin report
Turner and Joanna Weaver (the room in the Union.
off-campus district has six senaThe Community Suite in the
tors).
Union will be the site for arts and
Students are only eligible to science, music performance, and
vote for candidates in the district
they reside in.

ger) response," she said, but Long.
forftS
tor
fall elections it's a good turn■District 4 — Rodgers Quadout," she said.
rangle, Old Fraternity Row, New
Fraternity Row and Conklin:
Since new students are not al- Scott Ziance.
ways aware of USG and the senator elections compete with resi■District S — Harshman Quaddence hall government elections, rangle: Jason T. Jackson, Sam
fall candidate turnout is lower Melendez and Brian Tressler.
than in the spring, Schnetzer
■District 6 — Kreischer Quadsaid.
rangle : James Walters.

Sigma Kappa

Sigma Kappa

Polls will be set up 9 a.m. — 5
p.m. at the Student Union and
from 4:30 p.m. — 6:30 p.m. in the
Harshman, Kreischer, McDonald, Founders and Commons
cafeterias.

Retreat to yield future plans
by Jeremy S. Weber
staff writer

Students must have a University ID with a current validation
Rather than meeting in McFall
sticker to vote, and participating Center like they usually do, the
students will receive a free pop.
University Board of Trustee
members are now at the RadisElection results will be an- son Harbor Hotel in Sandusky,
nounced during a press confer- getting to know each other and
ence at noon on September 19 on other University personnel.
At their first meeting since the
the second floor of the Student
last formal meeting in May,
Services Building.

WENDY'S
27393 Helen Dr.
Perrysburg, OH 43551

[419)823 3119

health and human service Start Saturday will get priority
majors.
registration cards, Gorman said.
He said students may use the
Education and music education registration cards later for first
majors will should report to room choice registration sign up.
210In the Math Science Building.
Students going to the forum
These programs will cover the should bring the 1990 Career
basics of finding a job, writing a Research Manual, available at
resume, strategies of finding a the placement office or at the
job, and appropriate techniques workshop. The manual contains
during a job interview, Gorman information to be given at the
said.
forum Saturday, he said.
"We hope the programs will not
only provide students with valuaGorman has been satisfied with
ble information for the near fu- the response this year, but has
ture, but throughout their ca- some concerns.
reers," he said.
"This year, the tension level is
high due to the tightening ecoStudents who attend Saturday's nomic situation," he explained.
event and who attended the ear- "Some people nave shown conlier forums stressing like Super cern about getting a job."

Board of Trustees members have
been on retreat to improve relations and discuss goals for the
upcoming year.
The retreat began Wednesday
with dinner, and the majority of
the Board's work was scheduled
foryesterday and today.
The retreat will include an informal meeting, but no agenda is
set for the meeting.
Lester Barber, who is expected
to be approved as secretary to the
Board of Trustees beginning in
October, said the retreat will
provide an opportunity for
trustee members and other Uni* \A

-I' \A

"taSSbSSS

'I' A A

versity personnel to get to know
each other.
"It's a special opportunity for
the trustees to talk informally
about the institution and its goals.
and also sit in a leisurely way
with members of the University
community," he said. Several
other University employees Wilt
attend the retreat, Barber said
These include the vice presidents,
college deans, affirmative action
director Marshall Rose, and representatives from the Firelands
campus, administrative and
D See TruttMl, page 6.
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Interested in Law?

BGSU STUDENTS - WE NEED YOU!

f-^hi -Sttana -Jjelta pre-law fraternity

Crew positions available on all shifts

^Atnnouncei it 5 lit meeting

$1000

Monday, Sept. 17th
7:30 pm 101 BA

Crew Scholarship Available

ALL MAJORS WELCOME

Inquir^Qttimeofinic.-r v c>\
Sigma Kappa

Sigma Kappa

Sigma Kappa
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Sigma Kappa
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Sigma Kappa

Discover the Opportunities
in the New
National
Sorority
at BGSU
Information Meeting
Personal Reviews :
Informal Parties :

Mon., Sept. 17, 9:00pm
West Hall
Room 121
8:00am - 5:00pm
Tues. & Wed. Sept. 18 & 19
Student Services
Second Floor
Tues. & Wed. Sept. 18 & 19
9:00pm
Founders Dining Hall

HFor further information call Greek Life 372-2151or Lisa Jones 372-5169|

ALL WOMEN STUDENTS WELCOME!!
Sigma Kappa

Sigma Kappa

Sigma Kappa

Sigma Kappa

Sigma Kappa

Sigma Kappa

Sigma Kappa

Sigma Kappa

Sigma Kappa

Sigma Kappa
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BLOTTER
■A resident of the 600 block of
Second Street reported that
someone had thrown a grill
through his window Monday
morning.
■Vickie Davis, Weston, 0., was
cited for disorderly conduct with
Srsistence while intoxicated
ondav afternoon at Capitol
Plastics, 333 Van Camp Road.
■A resident of the 1000 block of
Fairview Avenue reported that
two women had tried to run over
her son in a parking lot near her
residence Monday afternoon.
■A cloth car cover was stolen
from a car parked in Lot 9, Monday evening. It will cost $100 to
replace.
■An unattended purse containing a wallet, credit cards,
driver's license, money and a
student I.D. card was stolen
Monday evening from a restroom

in Hanna Hall.
■Two University students were
referred to the Office of Standards and Procedures after blowing whistles in the courtyard of
Founders Quadrangle, Tuesday
morning.
■A resident of the 800 block of
Scott Hamilton Drive reported
his bike was stolen Tuesday
morning at his apartment.
■A resident of the 200 block of
Mercer Road reported her locked
bike was stolen Tuesday morning
at her apartment complex.
■University police received a
complaint that a student in
Treadway Hall was being harrassed by phone calls Tuesday morning. The incident remains under
investigation.
■Two residents of McDonald
East reported they were receiving harassing phone calls Tues-

day morning.
■A resident of Kohl Hall reported he left his books in theping
pong room of the building Tuesday afternoon. When he returned
to the room, the books were gone.
The value of the books was estimated at (69.
■ Police received a complaint
of a loud party at Frazee Apartments Wednesday morning.
When police arrived there were
no loud parties in progess.

tomatically indicate overcrowding.
Some people would say it's
sound management, while other
folks look at it as the University
not offering enough things for its
students and faculty," he said. "I
don't think either is necessarily
correct."
Although other universities
have relatively low utilization
rates. Bay said classroom building proposals from these schools
soon will become common.
"There are needs for continuing education and short-term
seminars," he said. "Almost

every institution is going that
route now."

■A resident of the 500 block of
Ridge Street was asked to turn
his music down after police
received a complaint Wednesday
morning.
■A window was broken at Ben
Franklin, 154 S. Main St., early
Wednesday morning. Damage
was estimated at $500.

Classroom

What Am I Doing Here?
Assistant director ol bands Jay Jackson watches Juli Bulrley for the cue to hit his cymbals during the
band's tinal rehearsal Thursday afternoon. Jackson was taking the place of Nora Blomgren as a sort
of "tension release" in preparation for their performance at the Detroit Lions/Atlanta Falcons game
this Sunday.

:: Continued from page 1.
showed the University had the
highest classroom usage rate
among major Ohio colleges.
However, State Board of Regents Capital Planning Director
Tom Bay said he would not confirm nor deny if the University
actually has the highest utilization rate.
"The University has felt a
crunch for space and constrictions for classrooms, but is difficult to compare simple numbers
across the board, he said.
"[Schools] may all have classrooms in use, but one may only
have 12 students in a room designed for 25 or 30 people."
However, Bay said the University's numbers were a factor in
the Board of Regents' decision to
recommend funding for the new
building to the state.
"We like to see a high utilization rate, but there is some point
of no return when it comes to
class offerings," he said. "We
looked at Bowling Green's package and felt it was justified to
recommend them for funding."
Waddle said the University's
high utilization rate does not au-

University President Paul Olscamp said the University is suffering from a shortage of three
types of facilities; classrooms
seating 30 — 60 persons, classrooms with 150 — 250 seats, and
teleconferencing facilities.
The building was approved
through state legislature in
March 1990. The building — to be
constructed behind the Business
Administration Building —will
cost about $9.9 million, Waddle
said.

^&&rfrpXKA£attVolunteers

Wanted

The Link needs you I
Two new programs in addition to the Crisis
Center have started up increasing the need
for caring, concerned people like you!
Find out more about the volunteer
opportunities available at The Link.
Make a Difference stop in or call today!

dftte

•^COMEDY
w
CLUB
IS
NOW HIRING!
* BEVERAGE SERVER
* TICKETS
* RESERVATIONS
* BEVERAGE PREP.
(NON- ALCOHOLIC)
apply in person
1616 E. Wooster -S
SAT. Sept. 15th 10-1 p.m.
354-7499

fbtajg

^*

The Link
525 Pike Street, Bowling Green
352-5387
No prior experience necessary
Deadline to apply Sept. 19.

S€PT€MB€R Sfll€
"We're giving in to get 'em out"

Trek 300 12 sd. $299.99 Now $265
Trek 820 flTB $310 Now $285
Trek 850 flTB $430 Now $370

Mon

Haircuts only

$6.00
guy's and gal's
7 00 om - ?
190 S Main Street
352-7658

**£&*

Qther Bjkes

Sole Priced!

352-8578

24816 S. Main St.

fc^St^ WELCOMES YOU BACK
NITE BITES ON CAMPUS

Announcing
our Openings

citrxirM

Commons
Lower Level

Open
Sunday - Thursday
6:00 pm - Midnight

Harshman
Lower Level

Founders Main
Floor

Open

Open

Sunday - Thursday
6:OOpm - Midnight

Sunday - Thursday
7:3Q pm - 11:30 pm

/Gu^i/

MINI MALL
BEAUTY SALON

Kreischer
narrow

Open
Tuesday - Saturday
730 pm - ii:30 pm

A

MURDER MYSTERY DATE PARTY
SEPTEMBER 14, 1990
Angela A Angelo
HoblnftCarl
Jamie Si Dan
Meredith * Doag
Pan St Brie
Shawnle * Colby
Terri St Mike
Amy St Jim
Heather * Mat the* ' Chelaea Si Tom
■timber ft Jaaon
Cindy St Terry
Ann Marie St Brad Stephanie St Aric
at Stacey
JnUe St Serin
Michelle Si V.P.
Michelle St Tim
Krlat in * Doo|
KryataStSal

Jen at Twee t y

Jen St Jon
KrlatlftDavc
Andrea St BIB
Llaa ft John
Bona St Jamie
Emily St Brian
Nicole St Joe
Debate St Andy

JnUe St Jeff
Bobble St Seott
Cori St Brian
Stefanle Si Seott
Vlekl * Lance
Laura St Shawn
Valerie Si Bob
Terri ft Dan
Robin ft Jamie
Italy ft Mike
■•Baa* St Scott
Tracy A Jeff
Terri St Chad
Shannon Si Dwayne
HoUyABalla
Megan St Todd
Stacay A Mike
Lori Si Keith
Cindy St Hike
JaUe ft Steve
Nicole ft Jeff
Tammy Si Kevin
Tonja at Derf
Jaatlne St Dan
Chriaten Si Jeff
Erin Si Steve
JodlA Scott
Steeh ft Ernie

McDonald
North

to? Open
Sunday - Thursday
il:00 am - iLOOpm

*lpHA XI

Jen ft Kit
Abby St See11
Sarah ft Blake
Amy St Dave
Sondra Si Drew
TraclftDave
Dawn * Teny
Dabble ft Gibby
Krlaten St Roe)
Llaa ft Chria
Pern ft Joah
Sabrina St Fran
PeUy St Greg
KeUy St Todd
Aimeaft Tim
Handy St Dan
PonyftT.J.
TaraStataee
Jen St Cralg
Diana Si Matt
J.diftOreg
Gall St Weaver
Kerry ft Tom
Shelly A Bme
Tracy St Tut
Erin ft Baddy
Lynn St Michael
Lisa* Batter
Linda St nm
Jen* Las
LleaAScoeby
Amy ft Tom
Kaimaa A Dare
Mlndy St Ken
Craft Pat
Tina St Matt
Laarle* Jim Steehani Si Dean

DSV*
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BSU plans agenda Police actions * 'may put a damper''
on spirit of Community Day festival
by Marvin Brown

naff writer
Amid the concerns of minority
enrollment, "the Black Student
Union stands as an absolute essential to the academic and social
survival of the black student,"
Jack Taylor, assistant vice president of multicultural affairs,
said.
BSU, which had its first meeting Tuesday night in the Amani
Room, will strive to live up to its
theme "To Raise Black Pride and
Consciousness," said BSU president Maurice Tate.
"We plan to have projects and
rallies aimed at raising awareness between students — we encourage all students to be a part
of them," Tate said.
The group's unofficial agenda
includes a collaboration with the
Board of Black Cultural Activities for Black Pride.
Both groups will focus on black
pride and consciousness workshops, and also sponsor a voter
registration.

Plans for a racism march are
also in the works for BSU.
"The march will not be directed at an organization," Tate
said. "It is a march to symbolize
that racism is still alive.
Prior to Homecoming weekend,
BSU will crown an AfricanAmerican Homecoming king and
queen.
To have a long-term effect on
University enrollment, Tate said
BSU is planning to create a tuition scholarship program for
black students who meet the academic requirements.
BSU also supports a possible
plan to reinstate the AfricanAmerican History course which
has not been offered for several
semesters, according to Tate.
" [This] course, Tate said,
"[is one] that should be a requirement for all students."
BSU officers include Vice
President Audrey Flowers,
Treasurer Chana Peyton, Secretary Amanda Stewart, Public Relations Person Beverly Hives.

by Sandra J. Kowalaky
city writer

A celebrity Softball game, a
volleyball tournament, a chicken
barbecue and a petting zoo will be
featured at City Park this Sunday
as a part of the city's Community
Day celebration.
Joan Gordon, Bowling Green
Chamber of Commerce executive
director, said Community Day is
a chance for people to see what
the city has to offer.
"Community Day is a chance
for people to get together and join
the spirit of the community," she
said.
Brian Thomas, Undergraduate
Student Government national,
state and community affairs
coordinator, said from a student
standpoint Community Day can
promote some good relationships

with Bowling Green citizens.
"We are not all going to the
bars every night," Thomas said.
"We want to carry that over to
the community."
Thomas believes the results of
last weekend's police actions
may affect the atmosphere of the
celebration.
"I belive it may put a big damper on Community Day," he said.
However, Gordon does not
think last weekend's actions will
have any bearing on the day.
"I don't think there will be
much of a change of attitude
there," she said.

"It's an opportunity for us to
touch with the University.
"I think its very useful for the get together in a situation with no
agenda
confronting us and disTrustees, in part, to get briefed
on how (budget and procedural) cuss our long-range views of the
matters work around here," he University," he said. "We can
take a broader look than at the
said.
Trustee chair Richard Newlove meetings."
Barber said the trustees atsaid the lack of normal meeting
Pressure allows the trustees to tended a one-day retreat last
year. Before that, they had not
etter focus on long-range goals.

Teleclass

Will

| Continued from page 3.
giotto via monitor to have access
to him.
• Currently, the class watching
Maggiotto can talk to him via
cordless phone. However, this is
only when Maggiotto is discussing issues with the students, not

D Continued from page 1.
"I don't think it's easy to think
about living wills at any age, but
some of the most public cases
have involved young people."
He said everyone has the right
to decide where they will be, what
kind of treament they will have
and who will be present when
theydle.
"They've got to be respected as
autonomous persons after they
lose consciousness — their wishes
should be respected, Attig said.
"When you're dying, you're
still alive, you still have the right
to decide, Attig said. "People
don't become different when
they're dying —they're still people."
Ohio is one of the few states
which has not passed legislation
concerning the living will. Ac-

during lecture.
Maggiotto said this method
may become an option to schools
with similar circumstances.
"It's not necessarily the solution, but it may turn out that it is
a solution," he said.

•352-4663*

OPEN:

I.*«ftenedefr

11 am DA,LY
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FAST FREE
*ta
ALL DAY DELIVERY

SUBS
STARTER
HURDLER
SPRINTER
PACER
RUNNER . .
JOGGER
MARATHON
WALKAWAY
RELAY
SHOTPUT

$3.50 MINIMUM
Regula:
9'

Ham, Salami. Provohne Cheese
Swiss & Provohne
Turkey

$3.00
$3 00
$3 00

Htm & Swiss

$3.00

Tuna

$3.75

Roast Beet

$3.75

Ham. Salami. Turkey. Swiss, Provohne
Salami. Turkey, Pepperoni. Provohne
Roast Beef. Ham. Turkey. Provohne
Meatballs with Sauce & Provohne Cheese
ISubs start with mayo, lettuce, tomato.onion,
hot peppers, oregano. Italian dressing)

$3.75
$3.00
$4.00
$3.75

been to a retreat for about three
years, he said.
Trustee member Virginia Platt
has been on the Board for nearly
45 years. She also believes the retreats are helpful.
"[Meeting informally] is what
we've done over the years," she
said.

cording to State Senator Linda
Furney. many factors have contributed to this problem.
"A living will bill, as such,
hasn't passed due to the tremendous opposition against the bills
by many well organized groups,
including Right to Life and the
Catholic Conference," Furney
said.
Janet Folger, legislative director for Right to Life, said their
protests are not centered on the
idea of a living will but on the
ideas the senators have about the
will.
"Right to Life is not against the
living will bill — it is against the
sweeping immunity it would give
to doctors, hospitals and family
members who would block ordinary measures, such as food and

X

\

Community Open Share
is Back
Starting Sept. 14, 8:30 P. M.
U.C.F. Center (Corner of Thurstin and
Ridge)

PASTA
ROTINI/LINGUINE
homemade meal sauce, garlic bread
$3.50
CHEESE TORTELLINI homemade meat sauce, garlic bread
$3.95
Above with meatballs or Itatan sausage add SI OO, with Alfredo Sauce add SI

SALADS

*2
AY.

AY
AY.

JOANIE SEIMET
CRISTIN SLATTERY
ANDREA SNYDER
VANESSA STAMPER
BETH SWISHER
KRIS WIESOLEK
JODIE PITSTICK
LAURIE WALDRON
KIT DOBKIN
BECKY BARLOW
JEN BOX
KIM PIETKIEWICZ
JEN KECK

CHERYL KEMPKE
PAMELA LAUSE
ANITA LEE
JILL MATCHINGA
CHRIS MCARTOR
MARCIE MILLIRON
BETH MYERS
TRACIE McCLUSKEY
JAMI NORVIEL
USA PETERSEN
LORI PICKUP
SALLY RIEGER
MELISSA ROWLAND
AMY SCOTT

Congratulations To Our New Initiates!

AY.

CHRIS BODNER

LISA KLING

TAMMY WEBER

\Y.

euj
A'/ '.

AY.

AY.

AY.

AY.

AY.

AY.

AY.

AY.

University students can get to
City Park, 417 City Park Drive,
by taking East Wooster Street
past Main Street and making a
right on Maple Street.

Building

AY.

AY.

necessitating the space.
Although many people speculate the classroom facility will be
dominated by the new Canadian
Studies Center, University officials disagree.
According to Michael Marsden,
director of Canadian Studies, the
. "Out of the appropriated funds, program is in need of an actual
up to $200,000 is to complete the place to conduct its research.
planning only for Phase II, which
However, he said the center
is the design of the large 600 seat
will not occupy the classroom faarea," Engler said.
If the University receives ap- cility.
"We will have to wait for allopropriation for these funds before
construction bidding occurs in cation of space to occur," Mars1992, the "very large classroom" den said. "I don't foresee any new
can be included in the project, space being created."
McGeein also stressed the CanEngler said.
McGeein said the 600-seat room adian Studies program will not be
will be used for any activities located in the building.

water, needed to support life, she
said.
"A living will bill sounds like a
Kod idea, but in reality what
ppens is the redefining of the
words 'terminal' and 'lifesustaining treatment," Folger
added.
Folger explained if Ohio passed
the bills currently in legislature,
"terminal" would mean someone
who is unconscious or who will
not recover —while lifesustaining treatment would include food and water.
"Diabetic patients will never
'recover' but that doesn't mean
we should starve them to death,"
she said.
As an example, Folger told the
story of an elderly woman in a
Missouri nursing home.
"The grandchildren of an elderly grandma wanted the nurses to
stop giving her food and water
because they said they needed
her money — the nursing home
refused," she said. "The grandchildren took them to court —took

their grandma home — within
three days she was dead."
Joshua Kaplan, director of Student Health Services, said from
his experience doctors are still
worried about liability in all
cases.
"I don't think most physicians
doubt the uselessness of continuing treatment on a hopeless
patient, but there are a number of
physicans unwilling to accept liability for not providing medical
care," he said.
Kaplan described instances in
which doctors give treatment orders in code. For example, "no
code" means do not resuscitate
the patient.
"Years ago doctors would tell
nurses not to resuscitate a patient
[no code] — when they [the nurses] asked for that in writing the
doctors said 'no way,' Kaplan explained.
"Patients would then be put on
slow code which meant just go
through the motions [of resuscitation] for the record.

ATTENTION JEWISH STUDENTS

please join us for our firsl gathering so thai
we can discuss programs, social events,
and holiday observances for the semester.

BERNIE'S GUIDE
TO TRAY CHIC

Delta Zeta Proudly Announces Their 1990 Pledge Class
HOLLY AMSTUTZ
JENNIFER BATTIG
AMY BEDINGHAUS
TAMI BEHRENS
CHERYL CAGE
LIZ CLARK
SUE CORY
MARY FELICE
JULIE GUMBAN
LORI HARPER
JACKI HERNANDEZ
LARISSA HRITSKO
CINDY HUDEC
ANDREA KALASSAY

An arts and crafts sale, various
children's games, a display of
city equipment, organizational
exhibits and wagon rides also will
highlight the day.

Parking is available in Bowling
Green High School's parking lot
and a free shuttle ride will transport people to the park.

BAGEL & LOX BRUNCH
Sunday. September 16, ll:OOam
Tafi Room. University Union
For more information call Amy at 354-8036

Come and Share Your Thinking, Work, Music, Poetry
Dance, Movement
Behavior, Skydiving
Cowtipping, Etc.

CHEF SALAD Lettuce, Tomalo. Cneese. Hem. Selomi. Turkey. Croutons
Si SO
CM Ik SALAD Lettuce. Tomalo. Cucumber. Onion. Bell Pepper. Creek Olives, /eta Cneese
S3.SO
TACO SALAD Lettuce. Tomalo. Cneese. Toco Meet. rVocno Cnips and SMQ
Toco Dressing
/Extra Chips or Meal ■ JOfeecn. Extra Meat - SOtJ
S3.7S

Community Day events are
scheduled from noon — 6 p.m.
Admission is free.

Bowling Green Mayor Edwin Q Continued from page 1.
Miller is anticipating a successful
Roland Engler, University
architect said the Board of ReCommunity Day.
gents did appropriate initial
"I am looking forward to a very funds for the design of the conferfine Community Day — one which ence area, but if construction is to
gets members of this community begin, another $2 million is
necessary.

Trustees
CJ Continued from page 4.
classified staffs and Faculty Senate.
"We're trying to represent all
essential areas of the University," Barber said.
Student board member Kevin
Coughlin, president of Undergraduate Student Government,
said the administrative employees help keep the trustees in

together who have respect for one
another," he said.
Community Day first started in
1983 as a part of the city's Sesquicentennial Celebration. While the
Community Day did not occur in
1964, it has taken place every
year since 1985.

A'/ f

Q. I'm a Grad Student. Can I use the
Quatum 90 system?
A. Yes. If you are a Graduate Assistant or
Teaching Fellow, you may have a charge
account and need only to have your card
encoded at the Food Operation
Accounting Office.
If you are a regular graduate student,
you may purchase an off-campus debit
plan, $95 or more, at the Bursar's Office.
Q. Where should one go if they've lost their
card?
A. Any dining facility cashier can invalidate
the lost card and give you further
information to have it replaced.
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Sports
Indiana awaits road -weary BG Falcons prepare
for tournament,
forget first loss
by Chris Miller
sports writer

A few years ago, a couple of
guys named Paul and John were
singing about a long and winding
road.
The Falcon soccer team can
sympathize
with them.
BG, 3-1 and
ranked fourth
in the latest
Great Lakes
Region poll,
takes to the
road for the
fourth time in
five games to- Royor
_
night after suffering its first defeat of the
season at Dayton Tuesday, but
this should be the toughest test so
far.
. Because awaiting BG on this
trip is Indiana University. You

Reds'Davis
waits to have
surgery on
injured knee
CINCINNATI (AP) - Cincinnati Reds outfielder Eric Davis
says he expects to have arthroscopic surgery on his ailing right
knee after the season.
Davis, 28, took the first cortisone shot of his career in the
knee Monday after consulting
with Reds team physician Dr.
Michael Lawhon and team
trainer Larry Starr.
Manager Lou Piniella moved
Davis from center field to left
earlier this season to enable
Davis to reduce wear and tear on
the knee by running less. Davis
Sprained a ligament in the knee
uring a baseline slide April 25.
He spent three weeks on the disabled list then and has been troubled by chronic pain since.
But, Davis said the knee will
not keep him from playing In the
Reds' drive for a National League
pennant "unless I can't walk."
Davis has missed seven games
since May 21.

know, the Indiana that won the
NCAA Tournament three times in
the 80s and qualified for the tourney's final four six times during
the same time period.
It is also the same Indiana that
has never lost to BG in nine tries.
In fact, the closest BG has come
to stopping the Hoosiers was a 3-3
tie in 1985.
Not to mention the fact that IU
once sported a 45-game winning
streak at home in BUI Armstrong
Stadium during one stretch of the
decade and has boasted such top
players as U.S. World Cup team
member John Stollmeyer.
But this is the 90s and if you ask
BG coach Gary Palmisano, the
past has little bearing on tonight's
7:30 match.
r
'I think if you asked our team
right now what our overall record
with Indiana is, 90 percent
wouldn't know," he said. "This
year they lost some people they
didn't think they'd lose, so they're

For the second week in a row the
Falcon women try to avenge a
loss from from last season.
Bowling Green travels to Kent
State on Saturday to face a Kent
State team that defeated them
last year. Last week BG came
close to toppling Ohio University,
but they were defeated because of
the one-two punch of the Bobcats'
Chris Nichols and Diane Rowley.
The Golden Flashes won their
own invitational last weekend.
They also feature a powerful
combination, in Robin Sudbrook
and Denise Bobby, who placed
second and third respectively in
the meet on Saturday.
"They have a good one-two
punch," BG coach Steve Price
said. "But they have a big gap be-
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tween their top runners and their
number five runner, so we hope to
Clace a lot of people in there. We
ope to win - actually we expect
to win."
The Falcons will once again be
led by senior Tracy Gaerke, who
is still recovering from an ankle
injury. Gaerke is anticipating a
tough race on the rugged Kent
course.
"There are a lot of rocks, and it
will be touch for me because my
ankle is still pretty fragile," she
said.
Carolyn Goins and Andrea
Rombes are still recovering from
respiratory infections, but Price
is hoping they will both be able to
run.
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Kim Riaclcs

Jennifer Byrd

Teri Semerrtelli

Kallay Smith

Julia Elliott

Karin Swede

HIRING PART-TIME
EMPLOYEES
Daytime and
delivery positions
now available.
Apply in person at]
828 S. Main

Darcie Tomko
Kim Wartzer
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Dawn Witt
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Hilary Swartzenberg

Sallie Hayes

* Kim Kappel

A championship team is often measured by the manner in
which they react from a tough loss.
In order for the Bowling Green women's volleyball team to
continue its march toward defending the Mid-American Conference championship, the Falcons will need to rebound from the
defeat to Michigan State Wednesday.
BG will travel to Morgantown, W.Va. In
search of its' third-straight tournament win in
the Kentucky Fried Chicken Classic at West
Virginia University.
The Falcons will begin play at 4:00 p.m. today versus Liberty University (Independent)
followed by a match with host West Virginia
(Atlantic 10) at nine.
Saturday's play will begin with a two o'clock
contest against Rutgers (Atlantic 10), before
BG rounds out the tournament against Eastern Schiller
Illinois (Gateway) at 7:00 p.m.
The Falcons (10-1) only past experience with these opponents
consists of three games with the Mountaineers (2-0 series lead)
and one with EIU .s Lady Panthers (1-0).
Bowling Green defeated WVU Sept. 16 last year at Anderson
Arena (lJ-4,15-6, 15-2).
Junior hitter Tammy Schiller will attempt to repeat her tournament MVP performances the past two weekends.
Schiller has totalled a .418 hitting percentage and 193 kills in 40
games this year.
a See $eh»»r, page 9

D See Kent, page 8.
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Coach Rod O'Donnell of Kent is
expecting a very competitive
meet.
"It should be a really good
meet/' he said. "Robin Sudbrook
and Denise Bobby are running
really well for us right now."
The men, on the other hand,
face a Kent State team which
they beat last year, except this
year they will not have to run
against Kent's top runner.
Kent's Jim Loveless was one of
the Mid-American Conference
top returning runners, but he
came down with a case of spinal
meningitis and will be out for the
rest of ihe season.
Last year in BG's victory,
Loveless won the race, but the
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* Andrea Shambarg

Jennifer Donaldson

Wedding
Apparel

107 Louisiana Ave.,
Perrysburg
Homecoming Gowns
Formal Wear
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Amy Barry

Kristan Fea
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10 the following women who
made (he Spring 1990 Deans List

up to date!
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G See Indiana, page 8.

Congratulations

* Chris Crawford
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Snow has accounted for two of
IU's four goals this year, while
sophomore Chad Deering owns
two assists and a goal.
Senior goalie Juergen Sommer
heads a defense that is giving up
1.80 goals a game.
While IU can enioy its home
field advantage, BG has to try to
regroup for its third game in six
days. I think we're a little tired
right now since we've played so
many matches the last week,"
Palmisano said. "We're a little
sluggish because we had to play
two tough matches in a row and a
lot of players played a lot of
minutes."
One thing the Falcons may
have on their side is the memory
of last year's contest. BG gave
the Hoosiers all they could handle
before dropping a 2-1 decision.
"We sent a message to them at
the end of last year's match that
we could play with them." Pal-

Cross country expects
close race at Kent State

BG News...

Hon. 1:1,11 Wed.
1 tin.-.
Fri. and Sal.

a little inexperienced as far as
Indiana goes."
But that doesn't mean IU is on
the skids.
The Hoosiers, ranked third in
the region, are only 1-2-1 this
year, but the one win was a 2-1
win at home against Virginia.
The Cavaliers were ranked third
in the nation at the time.
The losses didn't come against
slouches, either. IU dropped the
opener to UCLA 3-0 before falling
to UNLV 2-0 at the UNLV Tournament. Both are Top 20 teams.
The tie also came against a Top
20 team. IU battled to a 2-2 tie at
home against San Francisco before the win against Virginia.
"Their record really isn't indicative of the kind of team they
have," Palmisano said. "They've
played some stiff competition so
tar and they have some really
strong players."
Probably the strongest is threetime Ail-American Ken Snow.
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VOTE! VOTE! VOTE!
District Elections
Tuesday, September 18

AXD

PROUDLY WELCOMES THEIR 1990 FALL PLEDGE CLASS
Jennifer Binder
Annette Carroll
Vikki Cerny
Kristin Clark
Kristin De Blois
Carrie Emerson

Georgia Morgan
Gina North

Nicole Evans
Michelle Gioffre

Andrea Parker
Meghan Reid

Kim Greenfield
Susan Greenidge
Tammy Guzowski
Stephanie Hamilton
Gretchen Himes
Amy Hoychick
Rochelle Ignatz

Don't forget to vote for the
best canidate in your district.

Tracy James
Kasey King
Jennifer Lang
Kym Lake

Voting Hours: 9-5 Union Oval
4-6 Dinner Hours Residence Halls
osn osn osn osn osn osn osn osn osn

Meredith McCracken
Elyse Middleton
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Nicole Ortlepp
Kristy Outcalt

Mary Schindewolf
Melanie Schumeth
Wendy Thomas
Angie Turner
Kim Viola
Jennifer Wallace
Andrea Ward
Holly Yahne
Amy Yanker
Missy Yanoff
Jamie Young
Dawn Zamcheck

WELCOME HOME
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OSU can't blame Breech happy with position;
grass for injuries Reds selling playoff tickets
by Ru»ty MUto
AstolcMed Pr—t writer

COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) — Despite a spate of sprained ankles
and one season-ending knee inJury, Ohio State's team doctor
said Wednesday that the switch to
a grass field at Ohio Stadium is
not a factor.
The Buckeye football team lost
starting outside linebacker John
Kacherski to a season-ending
knee injury, and four other starters suffered sprained ankles during Saturday's 17-10 victory over
Texas Tech.
One reason cited by Ohio State
athletic director Jim Jones for
putting grass in the stadium after
10 years of artificial turf was a
reduction in injuries.
But the team physician, trainer
and coach all said that the grass
had little to do with the injuries.
"Injuries are caused by collisions; they are caused neither by
artificial tarf nor grass," said
head team physician Dr. Robert
Murphy. "In my 36 years in this
business it has been my experience thai there really is no difference in terms of injuries (sustained) between the two surfaces."
Asked if the four ankle sprains
— which he called an "exceptional" number — was doe to soft or
slippery grass. Murphy said, "We
.seem to have a rua of a certain
type of injury. This is a lot of ankle sprains, but it's not something
I haven't seta before. Also, we'll

go through a stretch where one
position seems to have a lot of injuries; you'll hare a tailback go
dewn and then three more get injured.
"Make a note of it because one
of these games we'll have three
head injuries."
Billy Hill, the team's head
trainer, said, "I have the theory
that injuries run in cycles. One
week it might be knees, the next
ankles. But I don't think anything
that we had happen against
Texas Tech Is attributable to the
grass at all."
Hill said two of the ankle Injuries occurred when an opposing
player accidentally stepped on
the foot of the Ohio State player.
He said fullback Scottie Graham
blamed Tech players twisting his
ankle in a pfleup for his slight
sprain.
Graham, along with flanker
Jeff Graham, offensive lineman
Mick Sheaf and safety Jimmy
Peel are ail expected to be available for Saturday's Ohio State
game at Boston College.
Kacberski suffered the second
major injury to his right knee in
the last year when a Tech blocker
inadvertently relied on him after
a block.

CINCINNATI (AP) — Cincinnati Bengals placekicker Jim
Breech was cut last season, then
brought back when his replacement failed. This year. Breech is
enjoying an added measure of job
security.
Breech, already the top scorer
in Bengals' history, helped in
Sunday s 25-20 conquest of the
New York Jets by kicking three
field goals, including the goahead points. His only miss came
when the Jets' Marvin Washington blocked a kick.
While his teammates celebrated the season-opening victory, Breech — who has six children — tended to more basic matters. He went home and gave his
three youngest children baths.
"It's all part of what you do,"
he said.
The Bengals cut Breech at the
end of the preseason last year and
gave his job to free-agent challenger James Gallery, who im-

Kent
□ Continued from page 7.
Falcons were able to take the
second and third spots to win the
race 23-37.
This year Ken Smith is the top
runner for Kent, but BG coach Sid
Sink is hoping a couple of his runners can finish ahead of Smith.

During bis weekly news conference Monday, bead coach John
"Hopefully Keith Madaras and
Cooper called the ankle injuries
"a freak thing." He said, "The Todd Black can beat Smith," Sink
turf might have been a little soft, said. "We just need to take conmaybe It's net ratted down deep trol of the race early."
like It wiU be later."

Vot# For
Jason T. Jackson
To be Your
District 5 llarshman Quad" Senator
There is No Reason not to!

Jackson
iiuilriin.il on tl >c foundation of excellence
del oui and vote in a dining hall near you.
September 18, WO
[During Dinner Hours!

Indiana

; Continued from page 7.
misano said. "From what I understand the Virgina match was
very physical and I'm not sure if
they'd play us like mat, but at
this point of the season we need to
get back to the things we do well.
BG should get a lift from sophomore defender Jim Konrad, who
has missed the first four games
with a concussion. He's expected
to see his first action of the year,
while senior tri-captain Kyle
Royer's ankle injury is back to
about 85 percent healed.
"I'm really looking forward to
playing a good soccer match
against them," Palmisano said.
"We've had a draining start to
the season, but I'm sure we'll be
up for them.

CLUB SPORTS
Presidents Meeting

pressed the coaches by kicking
longer than Breech in the exhibition games.
But when the season began,
Gallery missed four of six field
goal tries, including a missed
31-yarder in the fourth game. The
Bengals quickly released Gallery
and brought back Breech, who
had kicked three out of three field
goals the previous January in
Cincinnati's 20-16 Super Bowl loss
to San Francisco.
Mike Brown, Cincinnati's assistant general manager, said the
Bengals had been concerned
about Breech's apparently diminishing range in kicking. But he
had been hampered for a while
with back problems.
"We began to think he was closing in on the end of his career,"
Brown said.
But Breech won back the Bengals' confidence with steady kicking all last season. In the preseason this year, he fended off a job

Golf looks
to move up
at Normal

challenge from another free
agent, David Browndyke, who
had starred at Louisiana State.
"Jim outkicked him," Brown by Kevin Cummlngs
sports writer
said.
"We learned a lesson with
Coming off a fourth-place finish
Cfers who play as long as Jim
," Brown said. "They're going at the Wolverine Invitational, the
Falcon's women golf team travto have their ups and downs.
els to Illinois State University this
G C D
weekend to participate in the 1SU
CINCINNATI (AP) - The Cin- Invitational.
cinnati Reds, who lead the
Last year,
National League West by six Bowling
Green
games, will begin selling tickets finished
Saturday for the National League in a 20 eighth
team
Championship Series.
field, and were
led by sophoTickets will be available only more Jennifer
by telephone through TicketMas- Girdlestone,
ter, beginning at 8 a.m., the Reds who finished in
said Thursday.
19th place.
Girdlestone
Tickets are $25 per game, but again will be traveling to Normal,
orders must be for all four games Illinois to try and best her finish
that could be played in Cincinnati last year. Also making the return
if the Reds win their division.
trip are Heidi Wright (25th last
year), Sue Balmer (51st), and
Ann Alexander (60th).
Making their first trip to the
ISU Invite will be Amy Edenfield
Sink agreed with that assess- and
The Golden Flashes also have a
Gena Vechtorelli. Vechtorelli
couple of good runners the Fal- ment.
also be playing her first
"We need to run a better race will
cons will have to keep an eye on. than we did against OU, or else match for BG.
"We had a good week of pracMarcus McClelland and Jeff we won't win," ne said. "It should
Howard, who were both recruited be a fairly close meet, unless we tice and our top four are piaying
by Sink, have been running well show a lot of improvement. It will extremely well at this point,' BG
and could be a factor in the race. be a good stepping stone after the head coach Greg Nye said.
The Falcons will try to improve
OUmeet."
their ISU tourney average of
"It should be a very good After the Kent meet, the men on
meet," O'Donnell said. " I think and women will travel to Ohio 331, an obstacle Nye knows must
we're both pretty similar teams, State to participate in the Ohio be overcome.
"We need to have our scoring
State Invitational next Friday.
and it should be a close race."
average improve from the 330's
to the 320's to make any significant improvement over last
year," he said.
This will not be an easy task to
achieve over the par 73,5895 yard
course.
"This can be an extremely
difficult course to play on, especially if it's wet," he said, "ft's
"I could drink close to two cases ... Drinking became for me
also relatively fiat, so the wind
almost the focal point of my day.
can become a factor."
"My drag of choice has been beer. One b too many, 100 is net
Teams to beat in this years
enough. I didn't want my wife to know I was drinking as mock as
contest are Michigan, Michigan
I was drinking. I was in with vermin."
State, Northern Illinois, and Illinois State.
— Former Cleveland State basketball coach Kevin Mackey
BG will have revenge on their
after his sentencing Tuesday.
minds this weekend as NIU won
the Lady Irish Invitational, in
which Bowling Green finished
fifth, and Michigan was crowned
champions in last weeks Wolverine Invite.
We will definitely bounce back
from last weeks showing," Nye
stated. "And I know we can play
as well if not better than in last
year's ISU tourney."
Rounding out the Falcon squad,
but not traveling with the team
are Angela Ford, Jenny Bast,
Margaret Long and Kim Prassee.

Quote of the week

"An investment in
knowledge pays
the best interest."

FREE CATALOG
of Government Books
Semi for your copy today1

Thursday, September 20, 4 p.m.
202 Memorial Hall

FROZEN YOGURT EXTRAORDINAIREI ,-%
FREE DELIVERY

Free Catalog
Bm 37000
Wrnhngum DC 20OU-7O00

Starting Sunday Sept. 16
Minimum Order
*3.75
Delivery Sunday - Thursday
7:00 p.m. - 10:30 p.m.

BOARDWALK Irv
TOLEDO'S ADL'LT ENTERTAINMENT
ALTERNATIVE

354-7050

27820 E. Broadway
Walbrldge. Oh
ATTENTION BG S 11 'DENTS

-THIS WEEK'S SPECIALOrder A Major League Hot dog
And receive A Child's Size
Yogurt FREE! (Delivery Only)
One Coupon Per Customer

Exp. 9/23/90

WE'RE LOOKING FOR YOU

Bartenders - will train
Cocktail waitresses
Floorwalkers
Cod (4W) 838-7744
or Apply In Perton

University Village
&

University Courts Apts.
are now renting
• 1 Bedroom $350
• 2 Bedroom $400
• 9-Month and 12-Month
Leases
(419) 352-0164

• Heat, water, cooking, and
sewer included
• Central air
• No pets please

Walking distance to Campusciouih & Mercer,
Bowling Green '
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LSU hopes to forget bad
Newest Yankee
promises changes memories against Miami
for misled team
by Austin Wilson
Associated Press writer

by Alan Robinson
Associated Press writer

PITTSBURGH (AP) - Broadway producer Robert Nederlander, promising to bring front office stability and fiscal sanity to
the New York Yankees after George Steinbrenner's 174 years,
was unanimously approved Thursday by major league owners
as the team's new general partner.
The owners ended their quarterly meetings by extending
American League president Dr. Bobby Brown's contract for two
years and by more than doubling the pension benefits of players
who retired from 1947 through 1958.
The two leagues failed to reach an agreement on the American
League's suggestion to share in the National League's $190 million franchise fees, prompting Commissioner Fay Vincent's
promise to intervene if necessary.
Nederlander backed off criticizing Steinbrenner's free spending on free agents and revolving-door hirings and firings, but
said the Yankees will rebuild their farm system and "will operate in a fiscally responsible manner."
Hinting he won't be a headline-seeking, hands-on owner like
Steinbrenner, Nederlander said he won't second-guess general
manager Gene Michael, player personnel director George Bradley or manager Stump Merrill.
"My own personal philosophy is you have to give people a
chance, and continuity is important, he said. "If a reasonable
decision has been made, you should stick with it, and you
shouldn't second guess people."
Meanwhile, Vincent — marking his first anniversary as commissioner — said he is sympathetic to the financial plight of
small-market franchises such as Pittsburgh, Milwaukee and
Cleveland "but there's nothing that I nor anyone else in baseball
can hold out as a panacea in the short term."
One of baseball's most fiscally conservative franchises, the
Pirates likely will pay Barry Bonds and Bobby Bonilla more
money in 1991 than their total 1986 payroll.
"Some of these players may not be retainable" by smallmarket teams, Vincent said. "There will have to be some very
hard economic decisions made by clubs like Pittsburgh. That's
inevitable, but that's the market."
In other news:
— Brown will stay on through December 1992 as the AL board
of directors seeks his replacement. A successor is to be named
president-elect by Jan. 1,1992.

BATON ROUGE, La. (AP) —
Whatever else happens Saturday,
Louisiana State's football team
can't say it wasn't warned about
the danger of taking Miami of
Ohio lightly.
"I doubt if we'll be able to
sneak into Baton Rouge this time.
I think they'll know who's coming
in, and that makes our job that
much more difficult," said Randy
Walker, Miami of Ohio's secondyear coach.
Four years ago, the Redskins
upset LSU, then ranked No.8,
21-12.
LSU Coach Mike Archer was
defensive coordinator then, and
he said he has never forgotten
how awful it felt to have hopes of
a national championship derailed
that way — how embarrassing it
was to be part of one of the
biggest upsets in LSU history.
His team is reminded at least
twice a day of the upset. Posters
at the locker room door catch
!ilayers' eyes as they enter and
eave, among other things.
Miami of Ohio went on to win
the Mid-America Conference
championship in 1986, and LSU
went on to the Southeastern Conference championship.
But Walker said this year's
Redskins team is too young and
too thin in talent to harbor hopes
of conference titles or major ur>
sets. North Carolina beat Miami
of Ohio 34-0 in the season opener,
and Toledo beat them 20-14.
I. \\\

275 S. Main St. 353-3060

BOWLING GREEN

AVOID THE HASSLE
Drop your car off on your way to class with our shuttle bus service

" A whole new way to get your car fixed"
•
•
•
•
•

IF THERE'S NOTHING WRONG WITH YOUR CAR WE WONT FIX IT
IF THERE IS WE'LL FIX IT RIGHT
IF FOR ANY REASON IT'S NOT RIGHT WE'LL DO IT OVER OR REFUND YOUR MONEY
WE GUARENTEE OUR PARTS 8 LABOR
WE KEEP OUR WORD

6 Months or 600 Mile Warranties • Low Cost Rentals
SOHIO, BP & Major Credit Cards Accepted
HOURS: MON-FRI 7 AM-9PM / SAT 8 AM-5 PM
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"I remember that Cincinnati
beat them the week before they
came in here in 1986," Archer
said.
"They have a young quarterback, Jim Clement, who has been
about 50 percent of their offense,
both running and throwing the
football," Archer said. "They

and play games up front and play
zone behind it, which is good, if
you catch them. If you don't,
they'll make some big plays."
Walker talked more of the emotions of playing before 76,000
screaming fans under the lights
of Tiger Stadium.
"IPs a great opportunity for

"I doubt if we'll be able to sneak into Baton
Rouge this time. I think they'll know who's
coming in, and that makes our job that much
more difficult,"
-Randy Walker. M iami of Ohio's coach
have not scored a lot of points, but
they have moved the football."
"Clement has been their big
play guy along with their outside
receiver, Milt Stegall, who looks
like he has outstanding speed. He
can catch the football,' he said.
And the Redskins gamble on
defense, he said.
"They like to game. They like
to do a lot of games and stunt.
They make an awful lot of big
plays," he said. "I think they had
13 tackles for losses in their two
games.
"Their front four is very good.
Their outside two guys are very
good pass rushers (Jon) Wauford
and (Andy) Howard. Their inside
Buy, Mark Staten, is 6-6 and 267.
e's made a lot of plays inside on
the running game.
"They do like to gamble. They
do like to blitz. They will stunt

I.AW
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our kids," he said. "Granted, a
lot of our kids were not recruited
by schools like LSU or Georgia or
North Carolina.
"One of the things that's inside
of you — I know it was inside of
me when I played here — is
having the opportunity to go play
someone like that and hopefully
play well and have a chance to
win. You want to go out and put
your best foot forward and show
people, 'Hey, I'm capable of playing this level of football.'
"It's just a great opportunity
for our kids. Playing at LSU is
one of the great football happenings in America. If there's a better place in America to play college football, I'd like to see it.

Schiller
Continued from page 7.
Sophomore setter Carrie Amos
will look to repeat her performance versus MSU (career-high 62
assists in a match) and add on to
her season assist total of 390.
Another factor which could
come into play for the Falcons is
the status of starter Buffy Williams. Williams suffered an elbow injury in the fifth set against
the Spartans Wednesday.
After the crushing defeat to the
Spartans, BG coach Denise Van
De Walle said a return to the form
established in the first ten games
of the season is a goal for the
weekend.
"I want to get back to the level
we were at before the Michigan
State game," she said. "I want to
put the loss Wednesday completely behind us."
With an undefeated record on
the line against the Spartans, Van
De Walle said her team played an
uncharacteristic match compared to their success in the previous two tournaments.
"I thought a variety of things
went wrong," Van De Walle said.
"I thought maybe we were flat
and a little bit nervous. Maybe we
were thinking too much about our
winningstreak."
Van De Walle said two areas
will need to be strengthened for
the Falcons to get back on the
winning track.
"I want to improve our serving,
because we are having service
errors at critical times in the
matches," she said. "I think we
need to get our own side of the net
straightened out and not worry
about the other team."
"I just want us to be competitive this weekend and get back on
the winning track."
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.SAT Study Review Session?
wed, Sept. 19 8 p.m.
304 Hayes
Bring Barons Guide to LSAT

All Majors Welcome
Sponsored by Phi Alpha Delia - prelaw fraternity

WV'I

UV'I

Seniors-Don't resort
to a photo
like this tor
your senior
picture!
Portraits
are being taken
now
on campus.
Call 372-8086
to schedule yours.
Or stop by The KEY office, 28 West Hall.

AW'l

AW'I

AVV'I

CUSTOM IMPRINTABLES
SILK SCREEN PRINTING

See Us For All
Your Imprinting Needs
12&). ' ■-■ ■
Finolav Oho 4SB4C

(419)423-1622

IO

I
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Classifieds
CAMPUS * CITY EVENTS
"WOM.0IIU0CNT AUOC1ATION"
HELP mOUOTZ CIATURAL WMWWI
MCOMi A BOARD turn FOR WAX
FOR FURTHER MFOMMTWN CONTACT
TMI INTERNATIONAL MOOKA1M OFFICE
401 SOUTH HALL

AJWrt##fY MMfTMOOAM
llllnl*j*'llialMllll«|
TUM Sept IS. 7 30
3oa Mom,
Any Oueeeon*? Cal 352 8014
Everyone Welcome'
Wrhe a Letter. hniLM

ATTPmOW JWII»TUOmT«
■MM* t Lo« oYunori
Sun Sap! IB II 00am. Tefl Room. Unrvorefty
LMon Wo need ideas and eupport to plan programa. aocaH events and hoaday obeervanoea
Heap ua m bukf/ig • oanoo o< J*wl*h Community at BGSU Cal 354 8030 lex more info
ATTENTION
School of HPER
CLUB SPORTS
PRESIDENTS MEETING
Thura . Sop* 20. 4p m
202 Memorial Hal
AnanOon Alpha Phi Omaga mambara
Oat exerted lor the CPPC Ralraal What • IT?
Coma and find out' Saturday. Sapl 15th 10-5
Maat at tha Ohn Suite 3rd floor Union. Ba
There!'
Attantkm Peych Ua|or> and femora
Thara wel Da a general maatlnq tor PSi
CMi UP* Tuaoday Sapt t 8 at 8 30pm. Room
101 Paycn Busang Ba Thara'
ATTENTIOM SPECIAL EO MAJOR!
Studant Counca lor Exceptional Chidran Meet
Kg on Sunday Sapl 18 at 8 00. m 40S Educator! Lb Shaata «■■ apaak about Woodana programa.
" Froa Food '" Door Prizee •
Saa You Thara
ATTENTION SPECIAL ED. MAJORS
Attention JunWa A Sanlora mteroeted in a buainaaa Irnamahlp Savage a Aaaodataa Ml hoat
an Intorrnallonal reception Tuaa . Sapt 2ft.
8 00 pm m the Atumnl Room at tha Unkm *>
MmaNp •■ run for » WSSke. Oct B Dae 4
approx 2hra per week
ATTN SPORTS FANS
En* wrata and Mark Roaa of tha Falcon tootoaa
loam arl ba on SPORTSCENE Thai Sunday at
8 OOPM on 88 I FMWBQU
BOSU WATER SKI TEAM
Mambara and Pioapacta Maabng on Thura ,
Sapt 13 at 7 00pm In 112 BA. Can't maka *7
CalJoOl 354 7382 or Sharon 372 8508
Coma Da a votca tor tha volcillll Sludanta tor
Lite 8pm Monday nlghla. Faculty Lounga. Studantumon

aisaieeMJinRoaaplaytngOamoe?
Than km Tha Bowing Qraan Gaming Society
■oraght at 8 00pm m 222 Education lor graat
rotaptaymg oxcRetnent'' Cafl Thomaa or Scot! at
383-9998 tor mora information

L»AT»**e> Review liialiai
Wad Sapt 19. 8pm 304 Hayaa Bring BARONS Guide to LSAT Sponaorad by Pt> Alpha
Dana, pra-law trelemty Al makxa welcome

• KAY DEE VtPS ■
Oat axcrtad lor HiNaaaluil
Only 4 mora days unW you
wl find out what A O T maana
WE LOVE YOU - YOUR SISTERS

Qarnma PM • • Lucmde Snath • • Gemma Phi
I love my crescent HI- yea It ta true
Never forgat your crescent big loves yout
Love. Your crescent r>g Uaa (Woody1)

PSYCHIC FA*
Fun * laecmetlon at tha
Bowing Qraan Hoaday mn on
Sapt 18. 1 lam-opm Wondarlul
merchendtea Araa'a top poychlca
wBanawarquaa on health career
romance etc SIO'lBmm Ftaaadrmaaon
Pubic WaKoma Cal 1-499-2310

PSYCHIC FAIR
F un A fascination at tha BO
Hoaday am on Octobar 21.
i lam 8pm Wonderfulmarchandaw
Araa'a top psychics w* anawar
qua* on health oaraar, romance ate
$7 00lor 15mm St aormsslon
Pub*c Welcome Cal 1-499-2310

Wednesday)

Thursday!

Friday!
and
Salurday!

"OwnarNliU Balloon Sale"
Man. Sapl. 17 - 21 In tha Union Foyar
Sand a bafaoon to a roommata. awaathaart, or
• aaorot admirer!
Delivery will Da on Sapl. 23
■ ■ Gamma Phi Sau SaBoon Sale"

STUDENT COURT IS HOLOtNQ INTERVIEWS
FOR NEW MEMBERS ON MON.. SEPT. 17. IF
INTERESTED THEN COME AND PICK UP AN
APPLICATION IN 405 STUDENT SERVICES

• Ruah Kappa Sigma ■
' Ruah Kappa Sigma '
' Ruah Kappa Sigma '

Sludanta • Frrat Bapttat Church on Wtntargardan Road welcomes you Coma loin othar collaga atudanta lor a nar-uaaton style Sunday
School Cases al 9 30 a m Church aarvtcaa lot
low at 10 30am TranaportaOon la avaaebie by
caeyvj Larry al 352 1034
WFAL Intormatlon Nkjhtlll
If you would kke to know mora about, or Dacoma involved m campua radio, coma to 121
W Hal on Wadnaaday. Saptambar 19th. «
'00 pm
WOOO COUNTY HUMANE SOCIETY ANNUAL
LOW COST RASES CLINIC SAT B/lft,
2 00 4 00 801 VAN CAMP ROAD. $8 00. 3
YEAR VACCINE

SERVICES OFFERED
PREONANT7
Wa can halp. FREE pragnancy taata A supportive services Confldantlal BQ Pragnancy
Cantar Cal 354 HOPE

••Thaaty,Part2"
Juat a bunch of Jim R'a waiating away In TromavMa. Saptambar 10.1990
A CHI 0 ' A CHI O ' A CHI O
AMYFORO
CONORATULATrONS ON YOUR INITIATIONI
I'M SO PROUD OF YOUi KEEP SMILING
HONEY
I LOVE YOUI
MELISSA
ACMIO- ACMIO ' ACHIO
ALTERNATIVE MUSIC
GTS PUB (formally Tha Undarground)
Acroaa fiom Caaaldy'aWad/Thura DJ ■ Nine
III* Waal
Jane'a Addiction, Front 242, act.
Friday. Live Muaic • "Jeacho Turnpike
Saturday Uva Music - Trip 20"
Happy Hours 8-9 Mon thru Sal
18 a OVER WELCOME
ALTERNATIVE MUSIC
Anna Carteton lor USD off-campus aenalor
Vola al lha Union Tuesday me 18th
ATTENTION EDUCATION MAJORS
OSEA - Tha ONo Studant Education AaeodaDon la holding rts first meeting on Sunday. September 18 at 8 00 pm In the Lenhart Grand
Baaroom
BACK YARD FOOTBALL
Anyone Interested In playing backyard lootbal
on waatoiighta or weekends cal 352-1373.
Cash N Carry Thura., Fri., Sat., Rota Special.
long stem SO a dozen. Sweethearta $6 a do
/en The Flower Basket next to Kaufman's 18S
S Mam

QRAD STUDENTS
HAPPY HOURS
UPTOWN FRIDAYS
5-10PM

• KO • Pta Pal • KD • Phi Pal •
Ckingraturationa lo Daphnia Craaka and Matt
Wkw on tha* KO lavaaanng You two ara tha
baatl
Lova, LTLon

Qsy/Leebfan Information Lme
What goes on at Leebwn and Gay ARance meat •
mga? How can I schedule panel diecuaalone for
my residence hal. class, or Greek unit? Cal
352-LAQA (352-S242I from 7-10pm Monday*, Wednesdays, and Friday* tor the anawar* to these or any other questions you
might have about homoaenjalty or the gay
community in Northweat Ohio
GREEK OLYMPIAD T-SHIRTS
Support Wood County Chid S Famay
Abuse Prevention Center
Only $8

■• LISA SINATRA ■ ■
Happy 22nd Birthday Bigl Tins w« ba a weekand you won't forgat . FREDDY aaya so Hava
agoodonaDUDEMANi
Lova.rLUbay
-- fluah Kappa Sigma "
-* Ruah Kappa Sigma * *
•• Ruah Kappa Sigma • •

3530050

r

- Phi Kappa Pn - Kappa Delta ■
Congratulation To Tha Racantty
Laveeered
MATT WISE _ AMD DAPHNIA CRASKE
- Brothara of Phi Kappa Pal
* PN Kappa Pal' Kappa Daka *

Cal Tha KEY omca al 372-8088 tor you
server pac'ure ainHianinoiit Tha photugierihoi
wSbaoncampuaSapt 10-28

Travel Unkmlted.lnc
Wa'l aand you anywhere'

Jom PM Alpha Oaaa, pra4aw tratamity lat
maaang Mon Sapt 17. 7 30pm. 101 BA Al
makxa walcoma

• CRUSH■CRUSH■CRUSH ■

GAMMA PHI SETA
Pledge*
You are the GREATEST'
We LOVE you al'
Love.
YourOPhlBs

FALL KICKOFF
Now and perspective mambara
Unrversrty YMCA
Paragrma Pond 3-5 Sun I em
Brlno airland

dmLawTTT

QUARTERS CAFE
Hot dogs S 25 3lacoalo. II
DRINK SPECIALS

* Kappa * ZBT * Kappa * ZBT *
Tha slater* ol PI Bata Phi would Rut to wlah tha
Kappaa and tha ZBT 'a good kick with tha Qraak
Orymplefll

PERSONALS

HSA » gomg k) Cadar Pomi
Sunday. Saptambar 23rd
St 2 50 Mambara »l4 so Non Mambara
Laava 9 30a.m. from MamortN Hal
SKJN-UP BY ft 00pm FRIDAY SEPT. I 41h
IN THE HONORS OFFICE
2nd Boor Ad BWg
Pay when you aign up

3-9

ntaraalad m AdvanMnp?
W
i tha M CM> ADveeSege
Adverting Club m(o maaang
Sapt 12. 7 30 McFal Aaaambly Room
Mambarahlp tebtee. Sapt 13,14.* 17
In Union Foyar
ALL MAJORS AND CLASSES WELCOME'

Evary Friday al noon. ALL ORAL/DATE STU
DENTS aro Invtaad to a aoup and aendwicn
■inch, donation. AT UCF CENTER, comar ol
Thuraon and Rldga THIS FRIDAY OR PHK.
TERR*E. AMERICAN CULTURE. «• Oacuaa
■ Atntudea Toward Natura m Our Culture ."

FRESHMAN ELEMENTARY E D MAJORS
Ba aura to attand tha Fraahman Reception
Sunday. Sapt 18 trom 8 00 ■ 7.30 pm ai tha
Community autta ol tt% Uraon Find out what a
going on In your major' Sponsored by tha Eiemantary Education Sludanl Adviaory Board

FFeDAY HAPPY HOURS

Catch that Panheeenic Spatt
Bring a fnend
and Jom ua to team about the exerting opportunlbaa SIGMA KAPPA SORORITY is bringing to
BOSU' For mora Information cal Greek Life.
3722151 or Law Jonas. Sigma Kappa
372-6188
Crush Sale
Got a SCOPE? Lat Delta Zeta help you meet
them
Oaaa Zeta Crush Sale
Monday thru Thursday
Education Buading
S1 00
9:00-4:00

HAPPY 21*1 BIRTHDAY BEAN'
BEST WISHES ALWAYS.
JACOUIE
HAVE YOU EVER WANTED YOUR DAY M
COURT? WELL. HERE IS YOUR CHANCE'
STUOENT COURT IS HOLDING INTERVIEWS
ON MQN., SEPT. 17 FOR NEW MEMBERS
JUST PICK UP AN APPLICATION AND SIGN
UP FOR AN INTERVIEW TIME IN 405 S.S. ALL
MAJORS WELCOME HOPE TO SEE YOU IN
COURT'
HAVE YOU GOTTEN YOUR APPLICATION
YET?? HOMECOMING 1990 IS FASTLY APPROACHING AND WE NEED A KING AND
QUEEN TO REPRESENT BGSU' REGISTERED
SENIORS-PICK YOURS UP TODAY IN THE
UAOOFFICE. 3RD FLOOR UNION
HEY BABY DOLLTHEY SAY ITS YOUR BIRTHDAY, SO PARTY
ONI I WATCH OUT FOR THOSE SHOT BEARING BENCHES FROM E MERRY P S REMEMBER NO BOOZIN' THEN CRUSIN' CAUSE
DRINKING A DRIVING COULD KILL A HOMIE'
"• NAPPY BIRTHOAY •••

Jom a Winning Tradition' Come to SIGMA KAPPA Sorority's information meeting and see
what all the excitement is about Monday. September 17.9 OOpm. West Hal. Room 121
KaWaMizak
Good luck on the MCAT tomorrow We're behind you al the waylll
Lova, Cindy. Julie. Juke. Joanle. Brian. Ed 1
Uaa
Katrine.
Welcome Back'
It's nice to have the best roommata back to
BGSU' I hope you are ready for lots and lot* of
tun In and out of our Green Carl
Love You. HARIS (The other Greek)
KKG • ZBTGood Luck wrth Tha Greek Otympladl M

Love - The Alpha Gam*
Monday Night Footbal Party
at Quarter s Cafe
Al the pizza you can eat - only $3 50
Phi Delta That* * Kappa Kappa Gamma
The brothers ol Phi Delta Theta would like to
congratulate Doug Bragg on his lavaaenng lo
Kappa Krrs Stlchter
Phi Del' Kappa
PHI KAPPA TAU RUSH
It Is not because things are difficult that wa do
not dare, it is because we do not dare hat they
are diffta* TAKINO THE CAMPUS BY STORM

The sisters of Delta Zeta wish to congratulate
Alpha Chi Omaga and Phi Kappa Ps. on a successful Greek Regatta. Also, special thanks to
our coaches Tim "The Blakester" and Mike
"Laps" for al your help.

BG. Night Out!
One complimentary keg of beer for students 21 and older!!
Courtesy of RETTIG BROS. FURNITURE.
Live Rock-n-Roll.

PI Phi PI PN PI Phi Pi Phi Pi PN
Hey Angels • You've been HADII
Just how SPONTANEOUS are you"
Grab a date and meet at S 0 P '•
al 8:30 TONIGHT'(over 21 ,$1. under 21-S2)
P S. Gibbons is a liar"
PiPMPIPNPiPNPiPNPiPhi
Pi PN PI Phi PI PN Pi PN PI PN
Hey Angels - You've been HAD'll
Just how SPONTANEOUS aro you?'
Grab a data and maat at SOP.'*
•t 8 30 TONIGHTl (over 21-S1. Under 21 S2)
PS Gibbons ua liar"
RPNPIPNPIPNPIPNPIPN
PI PN PI PN PI PN PI Phi PI PN
Hay Angels - You've been HADII
Just how SPONTANEOUS are you?'
Grab a data and meet at S.O P.'s
■t 8:30 TONIGHT! (over 21 -St. Under 21 $2)
PS Gibbons is a liar"
PI Phi Pi PN Pi PN Pi Phi Pi PN
QUARTERS CAFE SUNDAY FOOTBALL SPECIAL Buffet $3 50 and Drink Specials
RUSH FIJI
RUSH FIJI
RUSH FIJI

18 and over always welcome!
25481 DIXIE HIGHWAY

PERRYSBURG, OHIO
Call for Shuttle Bus Schedule Information!

RUSH PHI DELT
RUSH PHI DELT
Tue, Sept 11 at KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
Thur. Sept 13 at PHI DELTA THETA
Tua, Sept II at PHI DELTA THETA
ALL DATES 7:00 - 9:00 P.M.
RUSH PHI DELT
"A FRATERNITY FOR LIFE"

byJohnBoissy

Fatman
Goor> evejr-Ai-JO - OU*t TO**
»>TOew . TKe DeV*l M C*" A HCRO
16 i r FACT o*t Jucr AMCTKW?
PlATr* TO sVklrJ ATTVXjTrOO.
out* ACAE «ACfr»l»rr*T*».Su»ir
DuAvpu, i» Arr Trie rsc»TAj*r
OF rVeo-r-lAKi'a LASTSTRNu/
ftjacr?...

Apply Now Fal Work - $8 85 to Wart
Toledo district office needs to tare 19 people to
the top teem* m the country Looking lor competitive. aggressive learn players Co-Ops
available Very flexible hours Training begins
soon Cal 382 1060
_^_^_
Attractive male & female baftoon delivery people
needed Must have own trans. Flexible ftched■M Good pay Cal 352 8061
Bartender, waitress 2-3 nights/week Expert
ence preferred, but not necessary Cal Doc s
T ontogeny. 823-4081
EMPLOYMENT AVAILABLE
FULL-TIME AND PART-TIME
DURINGBGSU CLASSES
Our company is seeking employees to perform
unskxted light production work Flexible hours.
Open 7 days a week, morning, afternoon and
evening shifts Plant location is onty 2 blocks
from BGSU campus Tha rate ol wege is
$3 80 per hour It interested pick-up an application at the company office ADVANCED
SPECIALTY PRODUCTS, INC . 428 Clough
St. Bowing Green. OH 43402. (-419)
354-2844
15-25 overweight men 8 women needed Must
be 25 lbs. or more overweight We are looking
tor overweight men 8 women to participate in
our weight loss program for advertising purposes If you qualify you will be specially monitored throughout your weight loss until you
have reached your goal weight Your after picture wsl then be considered for submission to
our corporste advertising department lor possible use in promotion Those who participate in
Ihrs special program will receive a significant
discount oft the regular program price Cal
Formu 3 Weight Loss Centor 354 4500
LOOKING FOR BG GIRLS
WANTING TO FORM FEMALE REVIEWS'
GOOO TIME • GOOD MONEY
CALL JOHN 8742222
COCONUT BEACH CLUB
Male dancer needed 'or beJtoon deSverles. Flexible hours Good pay Must have own trsnsportaton Cal 352-8061
NEED EXTRA INCOME?
A little or slot? Join Team L' Aroma. Int'l company making US debut Cal I 800 827 1721
(or recorded message

Professional couple needs reliable childcare lor
3yr. old 8 infant 3-4 days per week m our Perrysburg Township home 1-874-2147
Read books at home! $ 100 Title' Guaranteed'
Free 24-hour recording: (415-289-9890).
Restaurant Help
EASY
MONEY

So You Want to be m Radio???
WBGU FM Training begins
Monday Sept 17 at 7 30pm
In Room 111 South Hal
Progressive. Metal. Urban, Jazz
Blues. Hardcore, and More"!

Would you like to earn some extra money in a
lun environment? Little Caesar's Pizza has immediate delivery driver openings available Our
delivery drivers earn $7-10/hour

SPRING BREAK- •South Padre Island condominiums from S99" 'Cancun trom $299' "Orlando Deytona Beach-from $189. Al student
packages Include a variety of partles-activrtiesdaytnps-speciel nightclub or attraction admissions'" OVER 50.000 STUDENTS HAVE
TRAVELED WITH US JOIN US FOR '91M!I
CAMPUS BEACH CLUB I-800-258 9 I 91
The brothers of PN Delta Theta would eke to extend our best wishes to Sigma Kappa'a colonizstion Good kick with rush!!
Theta Chi * Kappa Kappa Gamma
The Kappa coaches would like to wish their
That* CN team luck in the Greek Olympiad'
Theta CN • Kappe Kappa Gamma
TO BE THE HOMECOMING KING OH QUEEN.
GO AHEAD-DARE TO DREAM'
SENIORS-IT COULD BE YOU, HERE'S WHAT
YOU DO
FILL OUT AN APPLICATION « MAKE IT FAST
BECAUSE UKE ALL GREAT DEALSTHIS
JUST WONT LAST'
VOTE ACTION

No experience necessary It you are over 18.
have a reliable auto, insurance & a good driving
record apply in person at
LITTLE CAESAR'S
112 MERCER ST.
BOWLING GREEN
SECRETARY
Advocates lor Basic Legal Equality Inc.
(ABLE), a non-prom law firm providing tree legal
assistance to low-Income persons in northwest
Ohio, seeks a temporary part-time legal secretary lor its Migrant Farmworker Program office
m Bowing Green Beginning immediately and
ending October 31. 1990 Possible lul-time
employment after October 31 Applicant must
possess exceaent secretarial skis*, type 80
wpm. able to transcribe trom dictation machine,
have good telephone technique able to relate
to and work wel with low-income clients Word
processing experience prelened Fluency In
Spanish required Salary is negotiable depending upon experience. Apply by mail with resume
to Migrant Legal Secretary Position. ABLE, 740
Spitzer Building, Toledo, OH 43604 a* soon as
possible Equal Opportunity Employer.

SCOTT ZIANCE
lor USG District Senator

FOR SALE

Watch the OLYMPIC GAMES
Replay ol Greek Olympiad on
Saturday September 15th, 8pm at
Quarter* Cafe

'80 Chevette For Sale
$950 00 Negotiable

Welcome Back Ladies
For al your Mary Kay special needs cal Pam
Eyor 352-4915 anytime.

1 5CU IN FRIG
$75 00 or Best Offer
Ask for Alan at 352-0882

WANTED

1980 Audi, high mitee. very good condition
$1500. cal 352-6803 (alter 5 OOpm)

354-8798

1981 4-door Honda Accord
Needs exhaust
$400 00
372-5340

Runs Great!
Must Sell

FEMALE NEEDED to sublease w/3 girls lor
1990-91
S590 per aam. plua dap.
Gaa/ubl/turn. Indud Clean, close to campus.
Contact mgr. #4 - 841 3rd St 12-4 or
(814)891 -0505 after 5pm

250 watt stereo receiver. Speakers optional.
$200 00 Cal 354-7094

NEEDED IMMEDIATELY
Female to share apt w'3 others. VERY close
to campus S145 75 & util Leave message
353 8481

85 Tempo GL 5-speed AC Cruise, sharp New
exhaust $2500 Musi sell Call 354-7045

WANTED
t - 2 Roommatea Female/Male, located Second and Elm. 165/mo. and elec
Cal
352-4545 leave message

8741-2253

ADVERTISING SALES
Gain graat practical aalea experience aeHir g
id.etiling for The Oblldlin. monthly car v
put newspaper published for minority *lidenti
Commiaslon. Contact Adveftlslna
Manege. Jen Stubba at 372-2I0I.

Part-time work. Mon thru Fri Student needed
for yard work & miscellaneous jobs Ph
352 7365

Tha B.O.S.U. Homecoming Committee la In
need of converllblea, T-Top Cars, and Jeeps
to eacort dignitaries In thla years Homecoming Parade, it you own such a vehicle and can
ba of aeelBtane* by loaning your car for uaa
In the parade on Thursday, October 4,1990
pleas* contact Erie Blue at 354-5150 or tha
Sludanl Acthrttlee Office at 172-2143.

NIGHTLY DRINK SPECIALS!

LS

Pi PN Pi Phi PI Phi Pi Phi Pi Phi
Hey Angela - You've been HADI11
Juat how SPONTANEOUS are you?'
Grab a data and meet at S 0.P.'*
at 8 30 TONIGHT'(over 21-S1. under 21 $2)
PS Gibbons is larl'
PIPNPIPNPiPNPIPNPIPN

One female roommate needed to share one
bdrm apt. Rent $189. pay gas s elec Cal
353-8784

win lots of cash and prizes!!
Dance all night on our huge dance floor.
Spectacular light show.

Mtnto CJ-rr LIKM uw-t>-

PtKAPPS
Rumor wa* right. Date Dash on
Saturday night. Uptown's the place for a
Night on the Town'

3 boya need a fourth male roommate 317 N.
Enterprise Cal alter 4pm. 352-4248

The very honest Male and Female reviews in N.w. Ohio. This
week. Pure Pleasure' and Fantasia'!!
BG. Students bring VALID STUDENT ID and get $2.00 off cover.

fJ-tlVeT A/COS Of rWTftANi"
™*D«AT« rtAceS 7rVAtX>e»»

PI KAP • A CHI O • PI KAP
JOHN. PHIL. CHRIS I BRET.
THANKS FOR A GREAT TIME AT BATHTUB
RACES' YOU GUYS WEREAWESOMEI' SO
YOU CNDN T WIN
YOU WERE DEFINATELY
THE MOST FUN TO WATCH!
LOVE.
YOUR COACHES
MELISSA ERIN. JUU. KATHY. ANQIE I VAL

immediate opening available for daytime delivery Hour* 11-5, M-F YOU DO NOT NEED
YOUR OWN CAR Hourly, plus tips Apply In
perfon after 2pm M-F

Phi Sigma Kappa Phi Sigma Kappa
Rush'Rush'
We are
Looking lor
a tew good
men'
Rush PN Sigma Kappa"
Do what others
Dream about'
Ruah
Ruah
PM Sigma Kappa Phi Sigma Kappa

^^\C^

PN Sigma Kappa PN Saaasa Kappa
RUSH
PN Sigma Kappa
DO what others
DREAM about'
The dream starts
hare'
Ruah
PN Sigma Kappe PN Sigma Kappa

WANTED: HIGHLY MOTIVATED. HARDWORKING PEOPLE WHO ARE INTERESTED IN THE
LAW. IF THAT IS YOU, THEN COME AND FILL
OUT AN APPLICATION FOR STUDENT
COURT IN 405 S.8. INTERVIEWS ARE BEING
HELD MON., SEPT 17. HOPE TO SEE YOU IN
COURT!!

HELP WANTED

64 Mazda RX-7. 34.000 mllea Exceaent condihon $5500 Cal354-2620after5

Club Full Racing Bike, hardty used, looks new,
23" frame Bought new $450 asking $280.
Cal Joe at 354-2982
Lot! For Salel
II mlerested call 534-8322
Queen size water bed for sale Premium mettreaa. book snarl Cal 353 9287
SEIZED CARS, truck*, boats, 4wtleel*m,
molorhom**, by FBI, IRS. DEA Available your
area now Cal (805) 882-7555 Ext C 2604
Wll pay cash lor your used CD's. $6 00 each
Send lat (title 1 artist) to Box 394 Cygnet. OH
43413.

FOR RENT
1 8 2 bedroom apt*
Immediate Occupancy
352-7484 or 823-7565
9 812 month leases/semester
Apartment in quiet, spacious house with laundry, al eppeence*. and parking. Females prelened $200 per month 354-6837.
Efficiency: Immediate opening acroaa from
Mark's Pizza Pub 354 4494

Fralamltlea. soromjs*. campus organizations,
highly motfv*t*d indlvtdoara-Travel tree pajo
earn up to $3000 sating SPRING BREAK tnpe
to: CsncunSouth
Psdre IslandOnando/Daytona Beach l 800-258-9191

NKXT

V/KCK:

TO MOUMAi A MOO/"

Wanted ASAP: non-smoking fml to share 2
bdrm. 2 bath apt on Frazee w/3 othar frraa.
Onty $150/mo a elec Cal 353-8961.
Women's fumlehed room Unites paid
plat* 352-1288 after 5:00pm

More people
have survived
cancer than

Hot-

now live in
the City of
Los /\ngeies.

Darkman called
cult classic

Outback sounds
abound in BG

SETTING INSIDE YOUR WEEKEND
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Neon art page 6

Binky's life
in dangerpage 8
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An ELBOW TO
THE FACE
Happy Birthday
from
Frank Esposito Mid-American Review
Cove* photo bv John Potter
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From inside The Insider
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Dennis Robaugh
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Shelley Banks

Assistant Editor:
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Frank Esposiro

Art Director:

Sean Risser

Fiction Editor:

Zochary Poll
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Production Manager:

Jivin' Ivan

Production Supervisors:

Gene Powell, Sean Risser

Production Assistants:

Brian Green

John Poller

Nancy Nelson

Tim Mechley

My profs respect
me, my peers
fear me and
the chicks are
on me like
cod on bun.
It ain't easy
being BG's
hippest mascot.

"let's start a magazine," wrote e.e. cummings,
"to hell with literature / we want something redblooded / lousy with pure / reeking with stark /
and fearlessly obscene / but really clean / get
what I mean ..."

Bill Newsteod
Renee Parker
Derrick Ross

Advertising Manager:

Jan Slubbs

luslness Manager:

Borb Miller

Advisor:

Robert Bortel

jar by the Board rrf Student Publlcitiora of Bowtrnj Green Sale University.
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opportunity employers and do not dboisanste in hiring practices.
Copyright 1990, The BG News

Pasted up on the wall above The Insider desk
In The BG News office Is that e.e. cummings
poem. In one sense, It defines what we want to
do with this magazine. In another sense, It Inspires fear Into everybody's heart that we will
be "fearlessly obscene." We're opting for "really
clean," though. And I think our second Issue Is
much more polished than the first.

And much more adjectival, too. Assistant editor Frank Esposlto, otherwise known as the adjective master, has pulled out some of his best
words to use in his treatise on proper use of the
written word. And he's peppered his review of
The Relics show at the Good Tyme Bar (what a
name!) with some of those semantic gems (I
think he's got a thesaurus up his rear myself).
Our cover story this week Is about the MidAmerican Review, which celebrates Its tenth
birthday this year, and Its founder English
professor Robert Early.
We've got two film reviews this Issue ("Darkman" and "Ftatllners"). That may be more than
we need, but having the film critics battle It out
on newsprint would be better than having them
rip each other's faces off In the newsroom.
And, to those who really think It's Important
(and God knows why). Dr. Dave's College of Musical Knowledge Is In NO WAY associated with
the University's College of Musical Arts. We suspect Dr. Dave knows more about music anyway.
Apologies to BG News columnist Chuck Travis. We didn't have enough room this week to
run the second Installment of his short story the
Great American Medicine Show. Rumors abounded of University students overdosing on impressionism after the first Installment anyway.
Give them time to recover. Chuck!
Besides, they need to help us save Bulky from
being bumped out of BG.
The Editor

TALKING BACK
Readers are Invited to
write to The Insider magazine a t 210 West Hall. Bowling Green State University,
Bowling Green, Ohio.
43403 to tell us off or pat us
on the back (whatever the
situation merits).

Anyone Interested In
working for The Insider as a
writer, artist or photographer should call 372-6967.
Submissions of short fiction (five typewritten pages
maximum unless other arrangements are made) are

encouraged.
The Insider editors welcome any and all submissions for publication. Unless arrangements are made
by the author to have the
material returned, all submissions become the property of The Ins/dermagazlne.

JUST SAY IT: Disturb is the word
Elbow

"Hey Bedrock, we're gonna call
It Fetus Scene."
"You are NOT going to call It
FETUS SCENE!!!"
"OK. how about Umbilical
Remnant?"
"Over my dead body will you
call it UMBILICAL REMNANT!!! I
refuse to stand Idly by while you
drag this newspaper down Into
your sewer of moral darkness!!!"
The above conversation Is
transcribed more or less from
memory. I've exaggerated certain
parts to heighten the character
development. It occurred last
Thursday evening as the Inaugural Issue of The Insider was being brought to unholy life.
The first speaker Is myself. The
sole purpose of my word choice
was to provoke the second
speaker. Barb (Bedrock) Weadock,BG News editor and parole
officer for the Insurgents and
ne'er-do-wells that comprise the
staff of The Insider.
Her concern was understandable. If I had suggested, say. something with the glee club charm of

to the

Face
Frank Esposlto
Falcon Scene. Bedrock's consternation would have been nowhere
near as evident. But those words
I chose brought about quite a
nervous reaction, and she automatically began Imagining the
amount of damage control that
would be required when the first
Issue of Fetus Scene hit campus
with a righteous bang.
The powers-that-be would
howl their disapproval and condemn those responsible (see

speaker 2) for such an affront to
common decency.
"What exactly Is a Fetus
Scene?" they would yelp, tongues
stinging with self-righteousness.
"And what would decent Midwestern collegians want to do
with so foreign a concept? Expansive vocabularies are the
devil's playthings!"
Advertisers would certainly
withdraw by the dozens. Those
who didn't find It offensive
would be pressured by those who
did Into withdrawal. The risk of
public blacklisting would be too
great. No businessman worth his
salt wants to play the martyr, dying a sure commercial death for
the sins of a handful of renegade
semantic terrorists.
Both The Insider and TheBG
News would crash and burn,
paper airplanes In a solar flare.
And all because of a few
simple words.
OK, it ain't gonna happen. The
first Issue got out of Its cage a
week ago and besides, our logo Is
too damn cool to let go to waste.

Nonetheless, my elusive point
revolves around the power of
language.
Unexpected words used In
electric sentences can shock the
reader to comprehension and,
when necessary, to consciousness. Old people always claim
that the most scorching of hot
peppers are good for your health.
Words work In the same way.
Little-used adjectives and archaic
scientific references can raise the
hackles of a casual listener.
Language twists and turns like
a brood of vipers In a barrel of
motor oil. It makes harlots blush
and maidens swear. Certain
words possess more power than
others, and nobody seems to
know why.

The word Jockey's eternal lament Is reconciling the need for
clear, strong language with the
pride he has In the complexity of
his own vocabulary. These dashing opposltes can fuse Into a
fiendish dichotomy, one that
leaves the linguistic craftsman .

with a soul divided yet housed In
one mortal shell.
In a damning act of coincidence, this very column you are
now reading Is the bastard offspring of that very dichotomy.
My extensive experience chronicling the adventures and misadventures of pop music and
several other adjective-friendly
subjects has left me unable to
compose the essay on the sociological contradlctioriTof Bowling
Green life which I had Intended
to craft.

But every now and then the
piper must be paid, In language
as In everything else. A pound of
flesh here, an eternal soul there,
a first-born child, an aborted column. The soul may be twisted but
the words go on.
Frank Esposlto, a junior English
major from Warren, Ohio, is assitant
editor for The Insider. His column
appears every other week on page
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Relics search
for niche
by Frank Esposlto
assistant editor

The Relics
Good Tymes Cafe
S € p I .
8

19 9 0

I've gotta hand It to the Relics.
It takes guts to adhere to a foreign
aesthetic while performing In
Northwest Ohio, where the beer
Is cheap, the cops are fascists,
and the rock Is classic.
In the Relics' case, their vision
Is wholly Australian. Based on
vocallst/gultarlst/overseer Russell Martin's experiences down
under, the Relics attempt to emulate the Church, Midnight Oil. the
Hoodoo Gurus, and other Aussie
rock Juggernauts, to varying
levels of success.
The Relics mixed covers with
cuts such as "My Way" and
"Dance Til Dawn" from their debut album, Old World Creation.
The Hoodoo Gurus' "What's My
Scene" Inspired a big response
from the sparse crowd.
Martin performed his frontman
chores adequately, although his
voice locked Into a monotone
from time to time. Guitarist Andy
Leltner was easily the most Impressive of the crew, spinning
near-perfect solos on several
numbers. The rhythm section of
Johnny Reefe on drums and Dale
Marsh on bass kept things afloat.
Backup vocalist Deborah
Schelbel did a fine Job with her
vocal efforts, but the band would
do well to keep her on a short
leash where crowd relations are
concerned. After several unrealistic demands for hysterical applause, Schelbel called the audience "boneheads" and stormed
CINEMARK THEATRES

After several unrealistic
demands for hysterical
applause, (backup vocalist
Deborah) Scheibel called
the audience "boneheads"
and stormed off stage to
smoke a cigarette. She
may have seen this as an
artsy gesture of rebellion.
Better luck next time.

The Relics lake BC down under. From left. Andy Leltner. Russell
Martin. Dale Marsh

their recordings than they do
live. I couldn't explain It with
off stage to smoke a cigarette. She Opiate and I'm equally clueless
may have seen this as an artsy
with the Relics.
gesture of rebellion. Better luck
next time.
It may have something to do
with the fact that a lot of their
The full guitar sound was there tunes lean towards the Introspecat times, but the ultimate conclu- tive, atmospheric side and therefore don't necessarily translate as
sion I came to after seeing the
well when played to a live audiRelics Is that they have Joined
Opiate of the Masses In that ultra- ence. And to be perfectly honest,
Aussie rock Is a rather small subrare (them and Opiate bring the
grand total to two) category of
genre to sell to a Midwestern aulocal bands that sound better on dience.

ARE YOU PREGNANT?
You are not alonol Catholic Charities
has trained professional counselors who will heir.
you cope with your pregnancy ana plan fa the
future.
For more information. Please call
(419) 244-6711 or TOLL FREE 1-800-777-2937

The Relics will have to accustom themselves to the fact that
their stylistic choice will be unfamiliar to a majority of their
crowds they'll be playing for.

Th» Insider/John

M«

Whether or not the Relics can
take the sounds of Down Under
over the top remains to be seen.
Stay tuned.
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Darkman' the Mad Dog of film
nothing to base It on. So how can
It disappoint? It cant and It
doesn't.

by Jason Zachary Pott
fiction editor

Most cult films have to age for
a few years like a fine wine before they gain their underground
status. If that's the case. "Darkman" Is the Had Dog 20/20 of
cult classics. Without even aging
a week, "Darkman" was the
whispered hit that ended the
summer of film backwash.
This film came out of the
woodwork, spitting sawdust and
woodchlps, killing the candy
coated Image of the "superhero"
movie Instantly. Future films,
resembling the tones of "Dick
Tracy", "Superman" and "Batman", will not stand a chance
due to director Sam Ralml's stunning approach to celluloid comic
books. It Is non-stop action from
beginning to end, making the
money spent, without a doubt,
worthwhile.
Now let's get one thing straight:
I'm a person who enjoys films
from all walks of life. It could be
"Citizen Kane" or "Redneck

Llam Neeson plays Dr. Peyton
Westlake. a scientist whose lifetime work Is to perfect synthetic
skin for victims of disfiguring accidents. The problem Is his
synthetic skin's molecular structure can't hold together for more
than ninety-nine seconds. So he
slaves over a petrl dish, hoping
for a miracle.

Finn

REUIEUI
This Is Darkman

Zombies" and I still would view
them with the same respect. It
makes no difference to me which
Is considered the more artistically sound of the two. I'll watch
them anyway.

dam Hussein.
Ralml ("The Evil Dead". "Evil
Dead 2") presents to us a story of
perverted greed, lawlessness,
violence, bad guys, revenge and
a scientist whose face becomes so
mutilated, It resembles a soggy
Don't get me wrong. There are
pizza. He has created a comsome real bad movies out there.
pletely original comic book-style
But In all of them there Is somehero who Is not from any Illthing of value. Whether It's an old adapted source of media.
geezer whispering "Rosebud" on
And thank God! How many
his deathbed or killer Amazons
times have we been disappointed
with machine guns running
by so many adaptations of our
through the grasslands, hardly
childhood heroes? Too many. I
wearing anything, we can all
loved "Batman", but It could
learn to appreciate a film to escape In. "Darkman" delivers that have been better. "Darkman"
doesn't come from a traditional
kind of escapism which we all
background therefore there Is
need so badly In the age of Sad-

Meanwhile, his girlfriend
(Francis McDormand) gets Involved with some bad guys who
want some Incriminating papers
which could put them away for a
long time. Naturally they think
Dr. Westlake had something to do
with It. so they blow him up
(Hell, why not? We have to create
our hero somehow). Dr. Westlake
thus becomes the title character
and goes out to kick some butt.
That's the basic Idea anyway and
what a ride.

I say: "Who the hell cares! It
works, you pompous Jerks!" God!
If it's one thing I can't stand Is a
bunch of critical Idiots who can't
get down off their high horse and
enjoy a good film.
"Darkman" has it all. From oozing special effects, GIANT explosions and rattling machine guns
to actors who perform very well
considering the film Is extremely
campy In Its approach to the subject matter. It Is a film I would
truly go out of my way to see
again, so let's all get together and
go out to Woodland Hall for some
rlp-roarln' fun (I'm not paying for
everyone).
If that doesn't Interest you, you
can always go see "Flatllners."

Jason Zachary Pott, a senior film
Ralml treats his film as if it
studies major and creative writing
were a comic book coming to life, minor, is fiction editor for The Inand the slimy "critics" point
sider.
boney fingers to cry, "foul." They

^'"TSft The BG News
"GRAB STUDENTS!"

The Shark
pushes for
peace, unity

Peace, love and WBGU-FM.
While It may sound like a
strange combination, that's exactly what the radio station plans
on doing for the first campuswide peace campaign on Sept.
18.
Karl France, urban and contemporary director for WBGU,
said the summer in his hometown of New York City Inspired
him In suggesting a peace cam!>■■ ■»■»—•■—■»■«■■■■■■* paign.
"There was a lot of unrest the
entire summer with the Central
Park Jogger case, so I decided to
do something," he said.
The campus peace campaign Is
In conjunction with the National
#*&'
Peace Day sponsored by the
United Nations. No special skills
are needed to participate In the
campaign — the one requirement
Is to wear blue.
France said the WBGU staff
Save up to '200.00 on
singled out the color blue because
Cassette Tapes
It symbolizes peace and Is someCompact Discs
thing In which most everyone
L.P.'s
can easily take part.
"It does not take that much to
NATIONALLY KNOWN AUDIO AND VIDEO CLUB
show you care by putting on a
TYPES Of MUSIC-ANY AKTIST-ANY TTTLE-ANY IABEI blue shirt or wearing a blue bandanna In your hair," France exINFORMATION?
plained.
Send sell-addressed stomped emvelope toOther activities featured in the
KPM Consulting
week Include tying white ribbons
2046 Evansdale Av«.
around campus trees as well as
Toledo, OH. 43607
various radio commcrlcals that

♦HAPPY HOURS *

UPTOWN FRIDAYS
5 - 10p.m.

t£

Itf

•200.00

All

claim he borrows from other
movies like: "The Phantom of the
Opera". "The Invisible Man".
"The Shadow" and "RoboCop."
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A Portrait
of the Author

Literary
journal
celebrates
birthday
by Imtty Vosburg
stoW writer

The Wd-American Review, the official literary
Journal of Bowling Green's
D
« partment of
English.
Is celebrating
Its 10th
birthday.
The
Journal, Le-tlco
originally called Itinerary, was begun In 1972 by Robert
Early and a graduate student. James Thomas, who
has since edited the Sudden
Fiction anthologies.
"We wanted Itinerary lo
be an In-house Journal to
publish the best (writing)
that came out of the English
department." Early said.
"We got money through
HoUb Moore —SI.000
from the University — and
Frank Baldanza from the
English department, John
Eriksen, who was the dean
of arts and sciences, and
creative writing Director
Phil O'Connor." he added.
From 1972-78. seven
volumes were published,
alternating poetry In one
volume and fiction in another.
"In 1979 a student
named Steve Heller arrived
on the scene and said we
didn't need an in-house
publication. We needed an
International Journal And I
agreed," Early said.
"We got a grant from the
Ohio Aria Council and that
was the beginning. We decided to call It the MidAmerican Review then,"
Early said.
The Journal, currently
funded by the English department, the Ohio Arts
Council, and other sources
Including subscription sales
and private donations, features what Early said Is the
best poetry, fiction and
criticism."
At first the two had to
write people requesting
submissions. They made a
rale that they would not
take any more submissions
from Bowling Green.

4t

Story by 'Emily Vosburg
Photo by John Potter, graphic by Dennis Robaugh

obert Early Is
known to his
students for the
colorful stories
he tells. They're
all true, he tells
them. Probably
« o .
He's
got
quite a past to
draw from.
Early
has
taught English and creative writing courses at the University
since 1970. But his own educational background — and past —
are more than Impressive.
Early holds bachelor's degrees
In a variety of areas. Including
philosophy, theology, music and
English. He has master's degrees
In English and fine arts and a
doctorate In theology. And
there's a story behind It all.
Right after high school, Early
Joined a monastery.
"I went In when I was 16 —
trying to escape, believing that
somehow I would have Instant
dignity If I could become a
monk." Early says. "You put on a
black outfit with a Roman collar
and everyone believes In you.
And It's true. It did give me Instant dignity."
And the monastery Is partially
responsible for his numerous degrees.
"I was forever going to school
— they always sent me away to
school because I was a troublemaker." Early says

"It's one of the major literary movements of our time
— magical realism — it fascinates me. It's a species of
fiction writing that's brand new... The Hispanic mindset blends the real with the imagined — not just what
you see in front of you, but what you can imagine the
possibilities might be as well."
-Robert Early, English professor
"punishment" because It gave
him several opportunities to explore different areas.
"It was always a thrill a
minute. In college there was always something going at every
level. Something to be Involved
In, concerned about," Early says
enthusiastically, noting that
among his favorites were theatre,
music and political Issues.
"The whole Idea of the university is to free people and get students to express themselves truly
and honestly," he adds.
Literature and writing were,
and still are. strong Interests for
Early. He has written 10 novels,
of which three have been published, as well as several short
His first novel, "The Jealous
Ear," Is "an Initiation novel about
a little boy, six years old, growing
up In the south with crazy
women.
"It was the cause for the trouble at the monastery (because)
they Just objected to the language

'f word.
"The abbot of the time was a
man who believed himself to be a
medieval lord In charge of everything," Early explained.
Early says he wasn't willing to
conform, however, and noted the
change In values between those
days and the present. "Nobody In
our time would think of It as being strange or anything like that,"
he says.
After leaving the monastery,
Early pursued various Interests
which eventually led him to
Bowling Green.
"I wandered around for awhile
and worked for a theatre company as a rehearsal pianist, and
then as a director for a civic
theatre orchestra. I did some arranging for musical groups. But
then I wound up teaching here
and I've been here since 1970,"
he says.
Early most enjoys teaching The
Bible as English Literature (English 306). "I've been teaching It
for 15 years, I guess, since Glenn

However, he ■ didn't mind the '^^ini^^iA^i^tl^S^'i^'i^-^ "^^-ib'^t.

There's sort of a sacred trust In
teaching that course." he says.
Early pointed out that many
students misconstrue It as a religious studies course. "The class Is
extremely secular. It's the examination of the Bible as a work of
art.
"The Bible Is even more valuable as a work of art than as a
theological document. Much
more valuable," Early emphasized.
Early's own literary contributions borrow themes from biblical lore and the Catholic church.
"Powers and Dominations" Is a
tale of monastic life, and "Nigger
Ruth" Is about "a black woman
wandering about the south in the
'30s and eventually ruling an
empire. It's a parallel to the story
of Ruth (In the Bible)," Early said.
In the research area. Early Is
currently pursuing two Interests,
one of which Is contemporary
Hispanic literature.
"I have become somewhat of a
modest expert In contemporary
Hispanic prose, and that's almost
as interesting to me as anything I
teach.
"It's one of the major literary
movements of our time — magical realism — II fascinates me.
It's a species of fiction writing
that's brand new," Early says.
"The Hispanic mindset blends
the real with the imagined —not
Just what you see In front of you.
.V.W.
0 .
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Neon challenges imagination
by Shelley Banks and Date Pagano

Some art (ends (o have mysterious and evasive subject matter,
but one local exhibit sheds "light"
Into the realm of the art world.
Michael Rocco Plnclottl, an artist originally from the Toledo
area now residing In New York, Is
featuring his latest neon creations at Currents Gallery, 126 E.
Wooster. The essence of his work
reflects the Idea of man-made
structures as sacred objects —
which convey energy, Inspiration and light.
"The thing about neon," Pln-

"Without light, only our imaginations can see. With
light, the visions can become a reality."
-Michael Pinciotti, neon artist
clottl explained, "Is that It allows
the light to pass through each and
every curve and bend of the tube
as opposed to a regular light bulb
that more or less limits the light
to a confined area." "Neon Temples and Textures" uses photographs of buildings from Plnclottl's visits to Miami Beach and
Helsinki to emphasize use of light
on architecture. Other works Incorporate wood, glitter and neon
through earthy frameworks.
This exhibit does not mark Pln-

clottl's first appearance at Currents —another show was featured In 1987. Each show,
however, demonstrates different
levels of Plnclottl's style development. His last show, for example, had a more "homey" air as
opposed to his recent spiritual
themes, said Kim Trout, manager
for Currents. Nevertheless, all of
his shows have been well
received, Trout said.
"The reaction has been great.
■ See Currents, page 8.

Michael Plnclottl and one of hit neon creations

"And there was a time In 1986
and '87 when we were listed
ahead of The Paris Review as far
as the quality of the writing we
put In our magazine," Early said.
Over time, several additions
have been made by the editors.
In 1983. they began printing
translations and In 1984 they
began printing collections of
translations of poems by Individuals (chap books). A commentary
series was added as well.
In the commentary series, the
editors received works written by
prominent poets, essay writers,
or critics and then received
commentary on the works from
other authors.
In 1988, the Mid-American
Review won the Ohio Library Award for Editorial Excellence.
Early said it Is now truly an International Journal — well-known

In Eastern Europe, SaudiArabia, France and Spain.
"It's been almost 20 years now
and we've come a long way from
when James Thomas and I were
pasting poems on a page." Early
said.
"We used to meet at my house
and spread out over 200 pages
all over the house and assembled
It by hand. We had so little
money and so we had to do It that
way or we never would have gotten It done." Early said.

Early emphasized that all the
editors who are now Enllsh Department faculty are permanent.
Ken Letko became the editor of
the Journal In 1988, replacing
Early. Early Is now the fiction
editor for the publication.
"I'm Incredibly happy to have
someone so competent as Ken
there. I'll always be associated
with the magazine somehow,
though, and I'm happy to be the
fiction editor," Early said.
Under Letko, the journal con-

tinues to grow.
"We've been working on some
theme Issues and In our current
Issue we will feature the work of
Native American writers. These
writers don't very often have any
exposure to a general audience,"
Letko said.
"We continue to be fairly eclectic In that we're not Interested In
one style or one school of
thought." Letko said, " ... the emphasis Is really on quality."

■ From Early, page 5.
but what you can Imagine the
possibilities might be as well."
Early places high value on his
family and wife. "My only strong
present Influence Is my wife.
Mercedes. She's my total compass," Early says.
"She's not named after the
car," he Jokes. "The car's named
after the wife of Enrico Benz who
Invented the car. The name came
from 'Our Lady of Mercy' — It's a
form of Mary." The Earlys have
two children; a daughter In
Spain, and a son In Washington.
He and his wife have been working together for several years on
a translation project, which has
presented problems as well as
triumphs.
"My wife and I got a Fulbright

to translate the work of Alice
Gould, who devoted 52 years of
her life, beginning In 1900. to the
study of Christopher Columbus.
"(Gould) tried to track down
every crew member, and her
findings were published by the
Spanish Royal Academy but
never translated Into English." he
said, adding he and his wife got
permission to translate from the
Royal Academy In 1978.
Early has already received two
honorary doctorates for his
research on Christopher Columbus from Axarqula and The University of Toledo in Spain.
He feels that Spain Is home. His
wife Is a Spaniard, and they have
two residences there.
"My real home Is in Spain, In a

little fishing village near Malaga
—Torre del Mar. the tower of the
sea — on the Medlteranean. We
also have a little apartment In
Madrid," he says.
Early enjoys his students and
counts them as his favorite aspect of his experience as a
professor.
"I like young students who are
looking for things, who don't
mind being my friends even
though I'm old." Early says with
a smile. "I'm a teacher. Period.
And I still like It after all these
years."

The Insider/John Pot'er

IFrom review, page 5.
At the same time. Lester Barber, chair of the English department, agreed to make It the official publication of the department.
Early said some of the first Issues are now out of print and
have become rare books. A story
from one of the first Issues made
It Into Martha Foley's Collection
of Best American Short Stories.
The second Issue boasted a
short story that later won an O'Henry prize.
"We have subsequently gotten
three National Endowment
grants, 10 Ohio Arts Council
grants and four Toledo Arts
Council grants.
"The magazine just got bigger
and better and better. We've always had readers and editors
who were English graduate students In creative writing.
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Lumley's final diagnosis on
'Flatliners': Dead On Arrival

1

by Brian Lumley
lilm critic

shroud of darkness. What Schumacher accomplishes Is more of a
treatise on lighting techniques
than a query into the afterlife.
With the ever-growing video
Industry, directors have started
keeping television dimensions In
mind when shooting their
opuses. Schumacher uses closeups and one-shots throughout
most of the film, thematlcally
representing the isolation of each
of his protagonists. Vet, It seems
that this was more of a technical
feat for ease In transfer to the Inevitable video release.
"Flatllners" wasn't all bad;
perhaps Its saving grace Is the
last shot of the film. The omnipotent camera tracks onto a painting of Prometheus stealing fire
from the gods. Unfortunately,
there aren't enough of these hints
of brilliance In the film to make it
any better than average. The only
affliction this film suffers Is
Schumacher's attempt at profundity.
"Flatllners" could have existed
as a simple treatise on death,
rather than a mindless piece of
pratde like "Darkman," which
also reveled In Its Indistinct imagery and overwrought theme.

Toy terrorists
ravage stores

7

**^.

by Scott DeKatch

contributing writer

They attack quickly, without
As film ultimately reflects the
warning. Silent and deadly, they too long, or left at a nuclear test
fears, repressions and triumphs
are street-smart thugs who find site. When caught In the act of
of a culture. It is interesting to
delight In Injecting fear Into the hanging a Slinky from the slxnote a new sub-genre that has arpsychic blood-vein s of countless gun-and- holster hanger, a female
isen. As technology attempts to
department store managers.
vigilante fled expedltlously
beat back the Inevitability of
They are the notorious Prepubes- through the rear exit.
death, so have a large body of
cent Mutant Toy Store Vigilantes.
Hills, located at the Woodland
films.
Big Lou, 818 South Main St.. Is Mall, Is at the top of the grade-sLate in the summer melee of
one of several businesses that
chool gangsters' hit list. Aureleases, "Flatllners" adds yet
preme Being. Julia Roberts, fresh
has fallen victim to this ruthless thorities explain that the viganother twist to the "death" mov- from "Pretty Woman," Is the
mob of toy store toughs. A recent ilantes start small — at five and
ies that have become popular as
cold-hearted vamp who hides the
dimes — and gradually work
attack left several packages of
of late. Following last Christmas'
guilt emanating from her father's
Jaws (the Game) opened and scat- their way to larger, specialty
return of Richard Dreyfuss' ghost suicide.
tered about the two-aisle toy de- stores like HIUs. The manager of
In "Always," Patrick Swayze's
These people collide with their
partment.
Hills, a Ms. D'Agro. flatly refused
vow to protect his beloved from
deepest fears and must resolve
to make any comment (or give
"It's a mess, "said Tracy Bulbeyond the grave In (he immenthem on a very personal level.
her first name. ("Hmmm." — the
lock, a rather shaken emsely successful "Ghost," and the
"Flatllners" Is an Interesting
ployee."Their parents will Just sit editor.)).
resurrection of Father Damien In premise, yet It eventually falls
Nonetheless, an employee
there and watch them open
"Exorcist III", director Joel
because of the enormity of Its
things, pretending to Ignore the (whose Identity has been wltheld
Schumacher attempts to take it
question. "What exists after
for reasons of Job security)
people that work here."
one step further by asking one of death ?" Is a complex Issue, and
offered a possible explanation for
"(But) It Is a nice place to go
life's most pondered questions:
the film regards It with little curChristmas shopping," she added. the store's large number of preWhat, if anything, exists after
iosity. Schumacher resolves It
Ben Franklin, 154 South Main teen toughs.
very literally; each character
death?
"We have (Teenage Mutant
St., is another establishment remust atone for his sins In a way
The flatllners of the title are a
cently hit. It seems that the delin- Nlnja) Turtles."
unique to his own Identity.
group of med students who atquents are attracted to such timetempt to beat back death by killTechnically, the film enlists
Scott DeKatch, a freshman journalless classics as Silly Putty, squirt
ing each other and then reviving
TOO much atmosphere. Chicago
ism major, is a contributing miter for
guns, and those cheap, plastic,
one another to see what exists
seems to be bathed In neon,
toy soldiers that have apparently The Insider. What he contributes is
Brian Lumley. a non-graduating
swirling bouts of fog and endless
beyond the Great Equalizer.
been mlcrowaved, left In the sun still a mystery to us. — the editor.
third year senior entity, is a film major
By using drugs and a lot of
hues of red and blue. Schumaand columnist for The Insider.
luck, they each experience death, cher lets the atmosphere carry
and then return to tell their com- the film, letting every nook and
cranny ooze with romanticism;
rades what happened. Each of
them comes back with a different his medical school/cathedral
MFfljrW*^Norihv\tsi Ohio*. Fines! Coffee Shop and Bookstore...
feeling — but the end result Is the bursts with Gothic renderings of
/jLa^aW
gourmet coffee, homemade pastries.
religious symbolism. This med
same. As they are revived, cerw *^2&©L*
hand dipped ice cream, thousands of used paperbacks
school seems to exist In the
tain sins from their past come
(!-»*> v
Open until llpm daily • 174S. Main St. • JS4-J2M
with them. The rest of the film
Middle Ages — a severe lack of
lighting leaves the entire lab in a
deals with atonement and how
they each handle their crises.
Klefer Sutherland plays the
SEE TOMORROWS STARS TODAY
group leader, a brash and fearless kid who longs for fame
rather than medical break210 N. Main
352-9951
throughs. The doubter and devout atheist Is Kevin Bacon, who
Wednesday Sept. 12
PnOntOiTI GCCUS
must atone for his childhood
pranks and his disbelief In a Su-

Film
REUIEUf

48^/BS**'"' Grounds For Thought

HOWARD'S club H

■ From WBGU, page 4.

Thur-Sat Sepf 13-15

stress the Importance of peace
and unity for everyone.
"It blows my mind that we call
our country the United States,"
France said. "We can't have a
United States unless we all are
united."
Because environmental Issues
currently are In the forefront of
the media, concerns such as human unity often fall by the wayside, according to France.

$1.00 Cover after 9:30
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21 and over
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"People can talk about the environment all they want, but If
we don't all come together as
humans, we will be extinct by
2010."
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Keep Binky in BG

Doctor Dave and his Super Slumber Aid
by Dove ■cnklnd
College of Musical Knowledge

SAVE ME, SAVE ME, SAVE ME!
The Insider has dug deep in its
pockets for the cash to bring Life in
Hell back to Bowling Green (as if we
weren't in hell already)
Unfortunately, we have come up
empty handed
WE MEED TOnt HELPI
Be the first fraternity, sorority or
business on your block to have Life In
Hell We need you to sponsor this cartoon, otherwise it's bye bye Binky
and gang forever
If interested, call Jan Stubbs in advertising at 372-2601
Don't let Binky die!

"Dr. Dave's Incredible College
of Musical Knowledge" has been
kept very busy the past week.
But, unlike many other BCSU
classes, those students In our college do not have to worry about
taking notes, getting up at 8 a.m.,
talking In class, or walking In to
class In last night's clothes.
Well, after care fully sifting
through all the entries, we only
found one who answered every
question correctly. That brilliant
Individual, and the first week's
winner, Is Harjle Mllnor Congratulations, Marjie.
Here are the correct answers
from last week's Michaels' quiz:
1. Michael Jackson
2. Mike and the Mechanics
3. Michael Bolton
4. George Michael
5. Michael Stanley Band
6. Michael McDonald
7. Michael Sembello
8. "Almost Paradise"
9. Michael Morales
10. Michael Damlan
Please submit your entry for
this week's quiz on a sheet of
paper with your name, address,
and telephone number to "Friday
Music Contest." c/o 214 West
Hall, Bowling Green. Ohio,
43403. Submit all entries before

Police kill suicidal man
CEBU CITY. Philippines (AP) —
Enrique Quinanola put up such a
struggle that police had to hill
him to prevent him from committing suicide.
Police and friends said the
21 -year-old unemployed man
tried to hang himself at his home

IrH.FLATLINERSl
Some linos
shouldn't
bo crossed.

Tuesday. Relatives cut the rope
and brought him to a hospital.
As doctors were preparing to
sedate him, Quinanola slipped
away and ran to a nearby restaurant, where he grabbed a knife
and slashed his wrists, witnesses
said.
Police saw the Incident and
tried to subdue Quinanola, the
witnesses said. But Quinanola
put up such a struggle that officers shot him, first In the leg and
then In the chest. He died a few
moments later.
Qulnanola's family filed a
complaint with the government's
Human Rights Commission.
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■ From Currents, page 6.
Neon shows always bring
~
MAHLOU BRAnDO
E.l
«-» B smiles." she said. "It (neon)
— MATTHCW BSODESICK
— brings back the memories in all of
S __MI
^
Midnight z THE gat Da >■■ scats — us of childhood things such as
drive-In movies and theaters."
In fact, neon exhibits are so
*7"
Z
Mill
popular. Currents usually tries to
llllllll
in
sponsor one show each fall, Trout

ITKES"

added.
Another reason people find
neon exhibits captivating could
have to do with the medium Itself. According to Plnclottl, the
excitement of neon attracted him
to use It In a creative manner.
The first time Plnclottl worked

e
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40
6 p.m.. Wednesday, Sept. 19,
1990. Only one winner per
household, per semester. Employees of BGSU Student Publications are not eligible. The
winner's name(s) and all the correct answers will be revealed
next week.
THIS WEEK'S QUIZ IS ESPECIALLY DEDICATED TO ALL
THOSE FUN. HARD-WORKING
FOLKS UP IN THE PSYCHOLOGY
SLEEP LAB. HERE'S OUR TRIBUTE TO SLEEPING:
Freshman level — One point
each.
1. Who sang the Number One
smash "Get Outta My Dreams,
Get Into My Car?"
2. Who sang the 1981 Top Ten
hit "You Make My Dreams?"
Sophomore level — Two points
each.
3. Name the Dream Academy's
Top Ten hit from 1986.
with neon coincided with his
employment at Let There Be
Neon — a neon art store In New
York City. There he bent neon
(shaping the lights) for about five
years before he became artistically renowned.
But those days are over. Now
Plnclottl has a staff to bend the
neon for his own work.
Plnclottl, like most artists,
takes his work seriously but finds
working with neon a way to
reach viewers' Imaginations.

4. Who had the Top Ten hit
"Sleeping Bag "in 1985?
Junior level — Three points
each.
5. Name the Number One movie hit from 1984 with the lyrics.
"The Invisible man sleeping In
your bed."
6. Who sang 1988s "Shattered
Dreams?"
Senior level — Four points
each.
7. What 1989 hit begins with
the lines "I can't sleep at night. I
toss and turn?"
8. What 1984 hit begins with
the line "When you close your
eyes and you fall asleep?"
Graduate level — Five points
each.
9. Who sang the 1989 Top 20
hit that asked "Can't we talk It
over In bed?"
10. What Top Ten hit from
1985 asks "Who do you want me
to be to make you sleep with
me?"
BE SURE TO SUBMIT YOUR
ENTRY FOR A CHANCE AT THIS
WEEK'S GREAT PRIZE. This
week's winner will receive a
FREE promotional cassette tape
from Finders Records and Tapes,
located at 128 N. Main. Bowling
Green.

"Without light, only our imaginations can see. With light, the
visions can become a reality." he
said.
Currents Is open Monday
through Thursday 11 a.m.-6
p.m., Friday 11-8 and Saturday
11-6. "Neon Temples and Textures" ends October 20.
Shelley Banks, a junior journalism
major, is managing editor for The Insider. Dale Pagano is a contributing
writer for the magazine.
»
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TV LISTINGS
FOR SEPT. 14
THRU SEPT. 20
Because of a new FCC ruling, listings lor out-of-town stations carried by your cable system are subject to blackout or last minute changes In programming.
We regret any inconvenience this may cause.

DAYTIMEMORNING
5:00
5:30
6:00

O

o
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PM Mag

Business

SEPTEMBER 14, 1990 - SEPTEMBER 20, 1990

6:30

News

7:00

7:30

8:00

8:30

CBS News

SignOfl

News

Ag-Day

Sign-Oil Cont'd

m
m
m

Sign-Off Cont'd

@D

Father

Toledo 11

10:00

Salty Jessy Raphael

Sign-OI! Cont'd
Sign-On Cont'd

9:30

9:00

This Morning

This Morning

FIT.

Well Now1

Peo Court

Trump Card

Mr Dressup Sesame St.
Family Feud Wh. Fortune Price

NBC News

Today q

Sally Jessy Raphael

Good Morning America Q

Live - Regis & Kathie Lee Joan Rivers

Make Deal

Sign-Ofl Cont'd

Business

Sign-OI! Cont'd

Homestretch Contact

Sesame Street g

Instructional Programming

Ninja Turtles Melodies

Academy

Woody

Robert Tilton

700 Club

Gummi B

Maxie

Happy Days Laverne

Bewitched

SportsCtr.

Varied Programs

Muppets

News

TBA

Thundercats Chipmunks

ESPN Outdoors

Getting Fit

In Motion

Nation s Business Today

TMC Movie

Varied Progre «ns

DuckTales

11:00
Price

ABC News

Homestretch Sesame Street g

10:30

Gerakfo

Conoentr

Tell Truth
Home

Instructional Programming

Mov e

Larry Rice
Webster

Jeffersons U
Getting Fit

Vaned Programs

Movie

DAYTIMEAFTERNOON
11:30

O

e

ID
ID
W

Price

12:00
News

1:00

1:30

Young and the Restless

12:30

Bold. Bea

Sesame St.

Midday

Price

Newsg

Young and the Restless

Country Practice

Generations

Marsha W

News

Home

Match Game Loving g

Instructional

Varied

Bold. Bea

Take the High Road

As the Work) Turns

Wok

TalkaBoui

Danger Bay

Guiding Light

Oprah Winfrey g

5:30

Video Hits

Five Thirty

Golden Girls Cosby Show

Facts of Life Donahue

Gro Pains
Geraldo

Hard Copy

News

Varied

Sesame Street g

Mr Rogers

Varied

Sesame Street g

Mr Rogers

Sq 1 TV

m

Newsline

H'mooner

1 Love Lucy

Andy Griffith B Hillbillies

Training

In Motion

Bodyshape

Varied Programs

TMC

Movie

Movie

Reading

Movie
Odd Couple

Too Close

New Beaver Flintstones

DuckTales

Chip-Dale

Tiny Toon

Peter Pan

Highway to Heaven g

Quiz Kids

Peter Pan

Chip-Dale

Tale Spin

Tiny Toons

Head ON

Facts of Life

KIDS

Varied

■f

Menace

Legends of Wrestling
| Movie

50 e

5:00
Donahue

Santa Barbara

cm

coupon^

4:30

General Hospital

Varied

Laveme

4:00

Joker's Wild Challengers

One Life to Live

Instructional Programming

Jeannie

3:30

Another Work)

68

Movie

THE ARRANGEMENT
Hair, Skin, and Nail Designers

OFF

Rent 1 Video,
Receive 50' Off
the 2nd Rental
WALK-IN Oft DfLIVERY

Delivering
today's hits,
yesterday's
classics 8
Nintendo fun I
Located at:

Coronation

3:00
Guiding Light

Days of Our Lives g

Instructional Instructional Programming

354-lATE
354-5283

2:30

All My Children

m
m

VIDEO
DELIVERY

2:00

As the Work) Turns

354-LATE
354-5283
Valid Sun.-Thurs.
Coupon Expires 9/31/90
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FRIDAY EVENING
6:00
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News
News
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SEPTEMBER 14,1990

6:30

7:00

8:00

7:30

9:00

8:30

PM Mag

Nm|a Turtles Tiny Toon

Movie: "Roxanne

1 Laugh

Chance

Tonight Show

News

NBC News

Night Court

Wings

Midnight Caller

News

Strangers

Scenes

20/20

Arsenio Halt

"Roxanne'

Arsenio HaM
1 Volcano

Save the Planet Special

EM Tonight

Night Court

Quantum Leap

Personalities ABC News

Cur Affair

Family Feud

Full House

Sireamside

MacNeil/lehrer Newshour

Wash week Wall St

Doctor Who

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Business

McLaughlin

Wash Week Wall Si

Echoes ot the Big Bands With Merv Gntfin

Movie

Boss'

Mama

America's Most Wanted

DEA

Star Trek Next Gener

Barney M

Twil Zone

Movie "City on Fire"

America's Most Wanted

OEA

News

Santord

Jefferson s

Star Trek

Business

Family

Family Ties

am

Spons

Sponsion

Maiof League Baseball Teams to Be Announced

Some Kind ol Wonderful

SportsCtr
Movie

Real Genius

SATURDAY AFTERNOON
11:00

11:30

Movie

Different

Hit List

Movie:

1:00

12:30

1:30

2:00

2:30

3:00

Medal ol Honor

Sports Express

College Football Pittsburgh at Oklahoma

Elephant

Wonders

Anything

Par 27

Gardener

Driver's Seat Peopl-Dog

Birl« Ted

Pee-wee

Dink

Storybreak

Newsmakers Showcase

College Football Pittsburgh at Oklahoma

Saved Bell

Guys

Saturday Videos

Young Umv

Movie: "Dodsworth

Little Rosey

Fish'n

Research

Scooby Doo Research

To Be Announced
Ok) House

N Dupree

La Cookm

Cooking

Garden

Gourmel

Vets Only

Outdoors

Motorweek

Sireamside

This Ok) House

Movie:

College Gameday
Movie

Adventures

Second Chorus'

Lock Up'

_JMOV«

4:00

4:30

5:00

Woodwright

Hometime

Is II Antique

Sd Model

La Cookm'

Gourmet

Yan Can Cook

Collectors

TBA

Out ol World Secret ID

Austin City Limits

Charles

All Creatures

Movie: "TheSeduction

Short Film

Movie

Andy Williams

New Lassie

Scoreboard

Lock Up

5:30

College Football: Penn SI. ai USC. Colo at HI. or Miami al Caal.

Garden

College Football: Pennsylvania at Dartmouth

UHF

3:30

Saturday Sports Showcase
Robbins

Movie' Curse ol the Pink Panther"

TMC

Spotlight

Adventure

Sportsweekend

College Football Orno State at Boston College

The Scalphunters"

EaM Trucks

Your Show

SEPTEMBER 15,1990

12:00

Pee-wee

WWF Wrestling

EastEnders

Letterman
Nightline

Major League Baseball Teams to Be Announced

Bill S Ted

Bugs a Tweety

€9
O

Edition

Movie

Fads ol Lite Boss'

8)
9
©

Good Rocton' Tonrte

News

Tommy Hunter

Ninja Turtles Tiny Toon

12:30

12:00

News

Street Legal

3 s Co

ID
ttt

Journal

11:30
Newhari

1
Wh Fortune Jeopardy

Charles

o

11:00
News

CBS News

Belvedere

O

10:30

10:00

News

ED
€D
CD
TMC

9:30

CBS News

Superboy
Charles

PGA Goll Canadian Open

Young Guns"

|Bill S Ted s

SATURDAY EVENING
6:30

6:00
O
O
CD
IB

News

CBS News

7:00

7:30

PMMag

Challengers

8:00
Family Man

9:00

8:30
Hogans

9:30

10:00

11:30

Wh Fortune Cash Exp

Family Man

News

NBC News

Entertainment This Week

Hull High

Golden Girls Empty Nest

Bob Hope Don t Shoot

College Football

Current Affair Extra

Young Riders

Young Riders

Two Peaks

Degrassi

Club

Lawrence We* Show

Evening at Pops

Great Performances

Diflerent

Lawrence Welk Show

Movie: "The Shaggy DA

Belvedere

Charles

Boss'

Video

| Haywire

Cops

Chronicles

Star Trek

Cormc Strip Live

3 s Co

3 s Co

Star Trek: Next Gener

Video

Haywire

Cops

Chronicles

Comic Strip Live

New Music

Movie:

am

Horses

SportsCtr

Baseball

SportsCtr

TMC

B* 4 Ted s Adventure

SD

Andy Williams

0
0

Mama

-§E9_r2.'£9. Good s
•S.OOoff ~
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iANY PAIR OF ATHLETIC SHOES!
OVER $30.00
Sale items and other discounts excluded
with this coupon Exp. 9/29/90

I

Athletic Shoes • Apparel • Sweats • BGSU
School Jackets • T-Shirt printing • Sports Equipment
Open 10-9 Doily Sat 10-5:30 Sun 17-5

f

*

Jazz

American Gladiators
Austin City Limits
Sign-On

Movie:

COPY SHOP
117 East Court St. B.G.

Movie: "Dreamscape"
Quest lor Fire"
Muscle Magazine

Easy Wheels

HAIR UNLIMITED

352-4068

more than just copies I
Get the BEST PRICE — Call Us

123 S. Main St. 352-3610 Oowtown B.G.
>&
\

Saturday Night Live

Arsenio Hal
Dilterent

Scoreboard

THE

Falcon House

News
News

Movie: "A Shot in the Dark"

Movie: "Lock Up

Campus Man"

News

College Football: Michigan at Notre Dame

CoaegeFoolt nil Michigan State at Syrac i»e

Scoreboard
Movie:

CODCO

12:30
Final Terror

Night Music

Real Fishing CFL Football Toronto Argonauts at Hami ton Tiger-Cats

CBS News

Hogans

12:00
News

News

m

\

11:00

Saturday Report

m

*4

10:30

College Football Michigan al Notre Dame

Copying • Printing • Typesetting
Screen Printing • Word Processing
Trophies • Plaques • Certificates

143 W. WOOSTER

353-3281

Quality Hair Care at ■
Reasonble Prices
• Guys cuts always S8.00
• Nexxus Products available

THE TANNING CENTER
3 convenient locations
-143 W. Wooster
- 248 N. Main
- 993 S Main
Your Tanning Professionals
since 1980
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SUNDAY AFTERNOON
11:00
O

o
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69
80

SEPTEMBER 16,1990

12:00

12:30

Wall St Jrnl

Juice Man

Coronation

Gardener

Meeting Place

Real Estate

Face Nation

J Cooper

Shut-ins

Mass

Michigan

Tomorrow

Week-David Bnnkley

SportsCtr

College Football Teams TBA
Baby-Legend
Robbms

Twin Star

Movie

NFL Today

1:00

1:30

Family

Hymn Sing

Movie

3:00

Movie

1 Am a Dancer

NFL Football: Cleveland Browns at New York Jets
Business

Making

5:00

4:30

To Be Announced
Music

Movie

Bound tor Glory

Movie:

Scorchy

Trapper John, M 0

Grujjly Adams

Movw
Twin Star

Movie:

Gorbachev

Joyce Oates One on One

Siskel

At Close Range'
McLaughlin

Firing Line

Movie:

Lifestyles-Rich

Cagney * Lacey

PGA Golf Canadian Open

Auto Racing: NASCAR Winston Cup 500
|Movie

Market

Echoes ol the Big Bands
Paid Program

Cabobtanco

American Nm|a III Blood Hunt

5:30

NFL Football Regional coverage

Amazing Grace With Bill Movers

Mov*

4:00

3:30

NFL Football Regional coverage

NFL Live

Movie: "The Fierce One''

Dakota' Cont'd

2:30

Close-Up

'Running Brave'

NFL

2:00

NFL Football Regional coverage

Star Trek Next Gener.

SportsCtr

1

NFL Football Regional coverage

NFL Today

Wan St.

Movie

American Gladiators

ESPN Reporters
TMC

11:30

II

Lucky Stiff

Movie

Movie: "Ferris Bueller s Day OB

Working Girl

SUNDAY EVENING

e
o
o
o

6:00

6:30

7:00

NFL Football Regional

7:30

8:00

8:30

9:00

60 Minutes

Murder She Wrote

Bonanza

Family Hour

Movie: "Glory Enough (or AM"

NFL Football: Regional

60 Minutes

Murder, She Wrote

9:30

10:00

10:30

EARTH Force

11:00
News

11:30
Siskel

News

Hammer House ot Horror

EARTH Force

News

A Town Like Alice

News

Venture

News

NBC News

Bloopers-Jokes

Unsolved Mysteries

Movie:

ABC News

Video

Lite Goes On

Videos

Movie: "Sudden Impact

Lawrence Welk Show

Evening at Pops

Infinite Voyage

Echoes of the Big Bands

Movie: "The Alamo'

ffl

Star Trek Next Gener

True Colors

Parker L

Emmy Awards

Tumi. Zone

Fn the 13th

89

Star Search

True Colors

Parker L

Emmy Awards

Jeftersons

Kenneth Copeland

Major League Baseball Baltimore Orioles at Toronto Blue Jays

SportsCenter

SB
9
SD

ESPN PGAGoll
TMC

Working Girt

Saseoaii
Cont'd

NFL Pnmetime

6:00

Great Performances

7:30

Ideas

Movie:

Delense

Sron-Ott
The 90s

Ferns Bueller s Day Off

Children

|Storm Ctr

Trials of Rosie O'Neill

News

Newhart

Arsenio Halt

Alk), AHo!

Degrassi

Land of Hope

Journal

News

SCTV

Persuaders

Major Dad

Murphy B

Design W

Trials of Rosie 0 Nerd

News

Edition

Wiseguy

News

Tonight Show

Uncle Buck

News

Success

Diversity

8:30

10:30

News

CBS News

Wh. Fortune Jeopardy'

Uncle Buck

News

NBC News

Ent. Tonight

Night Court

Fresh Pnnce Ferris B

Movie

Cur Affair

Family Feud

MacGyver

NFL Football: Kansas City Chiels at Denver Broncos

Babies

11:30

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Adventure

American Masters

Cry, Argentina

EastEnders

Vr Show

Animals

Adventure

American Masters

Cry, Argenbna

Served?

Mystery'

Belvedere

Charles

Boss?

Mama

21 Jump Street

Alien Nation

Star Trek: Next Gener

Barney M

Twil Zone

Gro Pams

Family Ties

Boss?

Prevfcw

21 Jump Street

Alien Nation

News

M'A-S'H

Hunter

EiPN Motoworld

SportsLook

SportsCtr

Motorweek

Match-up

Auto Racing Cart 200

Baseball

SportsCtr

Pel Show

Movie: "Hean ol Dixie"

Mon Mag.

Movie

12:30

Letterman
Arsenio Hall

Business

"American Nmja 2 The Confrontation"

12:00

9:30
Design W

PMMag

10:00

11:00

9:00
Murphy B

CBS Ne*s

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

TMC

Sign 01

NFL Pnmetime

All Purposes Business

89
89

News
Robbins

Major Dad

8:00

News

Personalities ABC News

Byron Allen
Edit Desk

John Wayne Standing Tall

Movie: "American Nmja III Blood Hunt"

Arsenio Hall

SEPTEMBER 17,1990
7:00

6:30

My Boyfriend s Back

Masterpiece Theatre

Movie: "Lock Up"

MONDAY EVENING
O
O
CD
89
69
69
69

Funniest

12:30

12:00
|lnsport

Real to Reel

Sex * the Married Woman
Fall Guy
NFL s Greatest Moments
Casualties of War"

Beaches

•>Mc************************
-»»Jgtl«»a».

EASYSTREET

We use only the latest tools
to design and sculpt our
clients' hair.

353-C0988
Live Classic Rock Band

Back

Students

WEEKEND JAM
• • • •

©

jyjliiuirrluiitBf

arnationd

#
*
*
*

i*

*
*
*
*
Carry
*
*
*
*
*
353-1045
>45*

Many Colors
$2.00 OFF
Any Service

Coming next Tuesday 18th

ANNE B. DAVIS

l

Welcome

104 S. Main St.

Performing this Friday & Saturday

*

v~

the \>cva\/e
135 1/2 €. Court

holr becomes ort

Cash and

$4.75 a dozen
IJ428 E. Wooster

^fr***********^********
'.W.

Friday, September 14. 1990

C^P

TUESDAY EVENING
6:00
O
O
CD
CD
©

6:30

SEPTEMBER 18,1990
7:00

News
News

7:30

8:00

CBS News

PM Mag

Rescue 911

Fan Launch

Sailing

EssK-Kent

9:00

8:30

Movte

9:30

10:00

10:30

Field ol Dreams

Here Come the Rankms1

Disability

Journal

News

CBS News

1
Wh. Fortune Jeopardy

Rescue 911

Movie:

News

NBC News

Ent Tonight

Night Court

Mattock

In the Heal ot the Night

Personalities ABC News

Cur Affair

Family Feud

Boss'

All Purposes Business

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Nova

MacNed/Lehrer Newshour

Business

Animals

Baseballs Heirlooms

Belvedere

Charles

Boss'

Mama

Movie:

Doctor Detroit

Star Trek: Next Gener

CD

Gro Pains

Family Ties

Boss'

Preview

Movie

Jagged Edge

News

am

Running

SportsLook

SportsCtr

Major League Baseball Teams to Be Announced

TMC

Movie

9
©

a

UHF

6:00

6:30

CBS News

News

Movie:

7:30
PM Mag

8:00

Doctor

Twil Zone

M'A'S'H

Hunter

Fall Guy

Number One With a Bullet

9:30

10:00

10:30

Top Cops

11:00

Newhart

Arsenio Hall

Wiseguy

Hunter

News

Tonight Show

Wonder Y

Doogie H

Married P

An Evening With

Arsenio Hall

Adlai Stevenson: From UbertyviUe

Landmarks

Fronthne Special Report

EastEnders

Your Show

Animals

AoTai Stevenson: From UbertyviMe

Landmarks

Mama

Movie:

Boss'

Preview

Movie" "Staying Alive"

SportsCtr

HR Derby

Baseball

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Business

CD
CD

Belvedere

Charles

Boss'

Gro Pains

Family Ties

EWN lns.de PGA

SportsLook

Gro Pains

THURSDAY EVENING

SEPTEMBER 20,1990

7:00

7:30

Twins"

8:»0

8:30

9:00

CBS News

PMMag

Flash

Served'

Adventure

Barney M

Twil. Zone

News

M-A-S'H

Hunter

On Road

Emergency

Adnenne Clarkson Presents

9:30

10:00

10:30

Fall Guy

11:00

11:30
Newhart

Arsenio Hall
Thats-Boy

Edition

Wiseguy

Law & Order

News

Tonight Show

Gabriel's Fire

Primetime Live

Arsenio Han

Mystery!

Discover: Science

EastEnders

Your Show
POV

NBC News

Ent Tonight

Night Court

Cosby Show DM. World

Cheers

PersonaMlts

AUC

Cur Affair

Family Feud

Father Dowkng Mysteries

Smithsonian

Business

Wild Am.

Dreamer

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Business

Animals

Old House

Wild Am

Amish Riddle

Frontline Special Report

Served'

Char lei

Boss'

Mama

Simpsons

Babes

Glory Days

Star Trek: Next Gener

Barney M

Twd Zone

Gro Pams

Family Ties

8o«'

Preview

Simpsons

Babes

Glory Days

News

M-A-S-H

Hunter

SportsLook

SportsCtr

LPBT Bowling Virgma Classic

Baseball

SportsCtr

Boxing: Johnny Tapia vs. Lougi Camputaro

The Iron Triangle

12:30

Letterman
Nightline

Belvedere

1 Movie:

12:00

News

SCTV

Flash

Team Chal

Movie: "Brothers in Arms

News

News

Cont'd

Baseball

News

Wh Fortune Jeopardy'

Butterflies

Journal

The Sentinel"

Knots Landing

Kids in the Hal

CBS News

Rick Dees

Alive From Oft Center

Movie

SportsCtr

Knots Landing

News

MacNeil/Lehr ar Newshour

Frontline Special Report

Movie: "The Barbarians

Letterman
Nightline

Star Trek Next Gener

|Ma|or League Baseball: Teams to Be Announced

Movie

6:30

Journal

Somewhere in Time"

Movie ■ Great Balls ol Fire'

New York Stories

12:30

Fanelli Boys Dear John

All Purposes Business

Movie

12:00

11:30

News

Unsolved Mysteries

Family Feud

ES»K Thbreds

Streets ol Hong Kong

Jewel in the Crown

Cur Affair

TMC

Masterpiece Theatre

Barney M

Edition

Personalities ABC News

BD

Are You

Rick Dees

Mysteryi

Yuk Yuk s

Night Court

CD
CD

Your Show

News

Ent Tonight

News

EastEnders

News

NBC News

News

Lelterman
Nightline

Arsenio Han

Top Cops

News

CD
CD
CD
CD

Edition

Tonight Show

Jake and the Fatman

Lenny

o

Rising Damp

News

Lost Angels

thirtysometbing

Wh Fortune Jeopardy'

6:00

9:00

Jake and the Fatman

Benn

CBS News

News

SCTV

12:30

Major League Baseball Teams to Be Announced
Movie

8:30
Doctor

News

O

Oprah Winlrey Tribute

Frontline Special Report

White Ghost

Lenny

CD
CD
83
CD
HD

TMC

News

News

Married P.

12:00
Arsenio Hall

SEPTEMBER 19,1990

7:00

News

Roseanne

11:30
Newhart

Field of Dreams

Frontline Special Report

Movie

WEDNESDAY EVENING

o
o

Head Ciss

11:00
News

Rick Dees

POV.

Try to Catch a Samr
Fall Guy
SpeedWeek

Auto Racing

Movie: "Ferris Bueller s Day Oft

[Movie: "Monkey Shines

C-LARK S ^TT Am

UniGraphics

I tU/\kk\ HAIR CARE
WjMJUri. PRODUCTS ARE AT
Transportation Specialists

A CUT

9 ABOVE

Annette
Dawar

Hilr Studio
354-8533

141 W. Wootter

Reel wo 20% Off
Any Service With
Your Student I.D.
Hours: Mon.-Thuri. 8:00-8:00 / Fri. 8-6 / Sat. 8 3

ymatrix
MM

■ i

ITIACT-COO

was 2795
(Brown, 4-door.oir)

EI974 DODGE MOTOR HOME

was 3000
("Party")

Your

'1900

On-Campus

it •SIM

Desktop
Publishing

PONTIAC VENTURA
-900
Buy this one ond we'll give you o Mazda GLC FREE)
§1975 CHEVROLET CAPRICE CLASSIC CONVERTIBLE was 3295 is ttU
i (Go topless)

32
CLASSICS

1069 N.
MAIN
■Mrirnmniin-

Service
Bureau

IN
STOCK

I352-7966j

211 West Hall

- -

372-7418

